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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO
STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff-Respondent,
vs.
JAMES CLAYTON BRADSHAW,
Defendant-Appellant.
Supreme Court Case No. 39943
CLERK'S RECORD ON APPEAL
Appeal from the District Court of the Fourth Judicial District, in and for the County of Ada.
HONORABLE THOMAS F. NEVILLE
STATE APPELLATE PUBLIC DEFENDER
ATTORNEY FOR APPELLANT
BOISE, IDAHO
LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
ATTORNEY FOR RESPONDENT
BOISE, IDAHO
000001
Date: 8/21/2012
Time: 02:31 PM
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Fourth Judicial District Court - Ada County
ROA Report
Case: CR-FE-2011-0017363 Current Judge: Thomas F. Neville
Defendant: Bradshaw, James Clayton
User: CCTHIEBJ
State of Idaho vs. James Clayton Bradshaw
Date Code User JUdge
10/31/2011 NCRF
PROS
HRSC
ARRN
CHGA
ORPD
HRSC
BSET
PRSCHOKF
PRSCHOKF
TCMCCOSL
TCFINNDE
TCFINNDE
TCFINNDE
TCFINNDE
TCFINNDE
New Case Filed - Felony
Prosecutor assigned Ada County Prosecutor
Hearing Scheduled (Video Arraignment
10/31/201101:30 PM)
Hearing result for Video Arraignment scheduled
on 10/31/201101:30 PM: Arraignment! First
Appearance
Judge Change: Administrative
Order Appointing Public Defender Ada County
Public Defender
Hearing Scheduled (Preliminary 11/14/2011
08:30 AM)
BOND SET: at 100000.00 - (118-2603 {F}
Evidence-Destruction, Alteration or Concealment
)
Magistrate Court Clerk
Magistrate Court Clerk
John Hawley Jr.
John Hawley Jr.
Kevin Swain
Kevin Swain
Kevin Swain
Kevin Swain
Kevin Swain
Kevin Swain
Kevin Swain
Kevin Swain
Thomas F. Neville
Thomas F. Neville
Thomas F. Neville
Thomas F. Neville
Thomas F. Neville
Thomas F. Neville
Thomas F. Neville
Order Appointing Public Defender
[file stamped 11/01/2011]
Order Appointing Public Defender Kevin Swain
Motion For Bond Reduction Kevin Swain
Notice Of Hearing Kevin Swain
Defendant's Request for Discovery Kevin Swain
Hearing result for Preliminary scheduled on Kevin Swain
11/14/2011 08:30 AM: Bound Over (after Prelim)
Motion for Bond Reduction
Hearing Scheduled (Arraignment 11/21/2011
09:00 AM)
Motion For Bond Reduction Denied
Commitment
Information
Prosecutor assigned Christopher S. Atwood
Motion For Bond Reduction
Notice Of Hearing
Motion for Preliminary Hearing Transcript
Hearing result for Arraignment scheduled on
11/21/2011 09:00 AM: District Court
Arraignment- Court Reporter: SUE WOLF
Number of Pages: Less than 100 pages
Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial 03/20/201209:00 Thomas F. Neville
AM)
Hearing Scheduled (Pretrial Conference
03/12/201203:00 PM)
A Plea is entered for charge: - NG (118-2603 {F} Thomas F. Neville
Evidence-Destruction, Alteration or Concealment
)
DCELLlSJ
DCELLlSJ
DCELLlSJ
CCMANLHR
CCMANLHR
TCTONGES
PRHEBELE
TCTONGES
TCTONGES
TCTONGES
DCELLlSJ
CCMANLHR
MAHOLMSM
MAHOLMSM
TCLANGAJ
TCLANGAJ
TCLANGAJ
CCMANLHR
ORPD
HRSC
HRSC
PLEA
HRSC
ORPD
MFBR
NOHG
RQDD
BOUN
MFBR
COMT
INFO
PROS
MFBR
NOHG
MOTN
DCAR
11/3/2011
11/21/2011
11/15/2011
11/16/2011
11/14/2011
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Fourth Judicial District Court - Ada County
ROA Report
Case: CR-FE-2011-0017363 Current Judge: Thomas F. Neville
Defendant: Bradshaw, James Clayton
User: CCTHIEBJ
State of Idaho vs. James Clayton Bradshaw
Date Code User Judge
11/21/2011 PLEA DCELLlSJ A Plea is entered for charge: - NG (118-705 Thomas F. Neville
Resisting or Obstructing Officers)
PLEA DCELLlSJ A Plea is entered for charge: - NG (118-8001(3) Thomas F. Neville
{M} Driving Without Privileges)
PLEA DCELLlSJ A Plea is entered for charge: - NG (149-1229 {M} Thomas F. Neville
Vehicle Insurance-(2nd or Subsequent Offense)
Fail to Maintain Liability Insurance)
11/22/2011 ORDR DCELLlSJ Order For Prelim Hearing Transcript Thomas F. Neville
DCELLlSJ Notice of Jury Trial Setting Thomas F. Neville
11/29/2011 NOTC TCTONGES Notice of Preparation of Transcript Thomas F. Neville
12/6/2011 TRAN TCOLSOMC Transcript Filed Thomas F. Neville
12/15/2011 ORDR DCELLlSJ Order Denying bond Reduction Thomas F. Neville
12/20/2011 MOTN TCTONGES Motion for Leave to File Information Part II Thomas F. Neville
NOHG TCTONGES Notice Of Hearing Thomas F. Neville
HRSC TCTONGES Hearing Scheduled (Hearing Scheduled Thomas F. Neville
01/03/201209:00 AM)
1/3/2012 DCHH DCELLlSJ Hearing result for Hearing Scheduled scheduled Thomas F. Neville
on 01/03/2012 09:00 AM: District Court Hearing
Held
Court Reporter: SUE WOLF
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
estimated: LESS THAN 100 pages
ORDR DCELLlSJ Order allowing filing of Inform Part II Thomas F. Neville
INFP2 DCELLlSJ Information Part 2 Thomas F. Neville
1/5/2012 RSDS TCLANGAJ State/City Response to Discovery Thomas F. Neville
RQDS TCLANGAJ State/City Request for Discovery Thomas F. Neville
2/17/2012 RSDD TCLANGAJ Defendant's Response to Discovery Thomas F. Neville
3/12/2012 CONT DCELLlSJ Continued (Pretrial Conference 03/16/2012 Thomas F. Neville
11 :30 AM)
3/16/2012 DCHH DCELLlSJ Hearing result for Pretrial Conference scheduled Thomas F. Neville
on 03/16/2012 11 :30 AM: District Court Hearing
Held
Court Reporter: SUE WOLF
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
estimated: LESS THAN 100 pages
3/20/2012 DCHH DCELLlSJ Hearing result for Jury Trial scheduled on Thomas F. Neville
03/20/201209:00 AM: District Court Hearing Hell
Court Reporter: SUE WOLF
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
estimated: LESS THAN 300 pages
HRSC DCELLlSJ Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial 03/21/201209:00 Thomas F. Neville
AM) Day Two jury trial
3/21/2012 AINF DCELLlSJ Amended Information Thomas F. Neville
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Fourth Judicial District Court - Ada County
ROA Report
Case: CR-FE-2011-0017363 Current Judge: Thomas F. Neville
Defendant: Bradshaw, James Clayton
User: CCTHIEBJ
State of Idaho vs. James Clayton Bradshaw
Date Code User Judge
Thomas F. Neville
Thomas F. Neville
Thomas F. Neville
Thomas F. Neville
Thomas F. Neville
Thomas F. Neville
Thomas F. Neville
Finding of Guilty (118-2603 {F}
Evidence-Destruction, Alteration or Concealment
)
Finding of Guilty (118-705 Resisting or Obstructing Thomas F. Neville
Officers)
Finding of Guilty (118-8001 (3) {M} Driving Without Thomas F. Neville
Privileges)
Finding of Guilty (119-2514
Enhancement-Persistent Violator)
Hearing result for Jury Trial scheduled on Thomas F. Neville
03/21/201209:00 AM: District Court Hearing Hell
Court Reporter: SUE WOLF
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
estimated: Day Two jury trial LESS THAN 300
pages
(3) Verdict Forms Filed
Jury Instructions Filed
Hearing Scheduled (Sentencing 05/07/2012
09:00 AM)
Order for Presentence Investigation Report and Thomas F. Neville
Substance Abuse Assessment
BOND SET: Court revoked bond pending
sentencing
Order to Pay from the Interlock Device Fund for Thomas F. Neville
SAP class
[file stamped 03/21/2012]
Hearing result for Sentencing scheduled on Thomas F. Neville
05/07/201209:00 AM: District Court Hearing Hell
Court Reporter: SUE WOLF
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
estimated: LESS THAN 100 pages
Sentenced to Jailor Detention (118-2603 {F}
Evidence-Destruction, Alteration or Concealment
) Confinement terms: Penitentiary determinate: 2
years. Penitentiary indeterminate: 8 years. R/J
rec. 270 day T/C rider
Sentenced to Jailor Detention (118-705 Resisting Thomas F. Neville
or Obstructing Officers) Confinement terms: Jail:
180 days.
Sentenced to Jailor Detention (118-705 Resisting Thomas F. Neville
or Obstructing Officers) Confinement terms: Jail:
180 days.
Sentenced to Jailor Detention (118-8001 (3) {M} Thomas F. Neville
Driving Without Privileges) Confinement terms:
Jail: 180 days.
Sentenced To Pay Fine 1725.50 charge: 118-2603 Thomas F. Neville
{F} Evidence-Destruction, Alteration or
Concealment
DCELLlSJ
DCELLlSJ
DCELLlSJ
DCELLlSJ
DCELLlSJ
DCELLlSJ
DCELLlSJ
DCELLlSJ
DCELLlSJ
DCELLlSJ
DCELLlSJ
DCELLlSJ
DCELLlSJ
DCELLlSJ
DCELLlSJ
DCELLlSJ
DCELLlSJ
FIGT
FIGT
DCHH
FIGT
FIGT
PSSA1
DCHH
SNPF
JAIL
II\1TP
VERD
JUIN
HRSC
JAIL
BSET
JAIL
JAIL
3/21/2012
5/7/2012
3/27/2012
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Fourth Judicial District Court - Ada County
ROA Report
Case: CR-FE-2011-0017363 Current Judge: Thomas F. Neville
Defendant: Bradshaw, James Clayton
User: CCTHIEBJ
State of Idaho vs. James Clayton Bradshaw
Judge
Thomas F. Neville
Thomas F. Neville
Thomas F. Neville
Date
5/7/2012
5/9/2012
5/15/2012
8/21/2012
Code User
SNPF DCELLlSJ
SNPF DCELLlSJ
OSDL DCELLlSJ
STAT DCELLlSJ
OSDL DCHOPPKK
JCOR DCHOPPKK
RJTC DCHOPPKK
APSC TCTONGES
ORDR DCELLlSJ
NOTC CCTHIEBJ
Sentenced To Pay Fine 287.50 charge: 118-705 Thomas F. Neville
Resisting or Obstructing Officers
Sentenced To Pay Fine 302.50 charge: Thomas F. Neville
118-8001 (3) {M} Driving Without Privileges
Order Suspending Drivers License Driver License Thomas F. Neville
180 Days
STATUS CHAI\lGED: closed pending clerk action Thomas F. Neville
Order Suspending Drivers License Thomas F. Neville
Judgment of Conviction and Order Retaining Thomas F. Neville
Jurisdiction
Therapeutic Community (TC Rider) or Traditional Thomas F. Neville
Rider
Appealed To The Supreme Court
Order Appointing SAPD on Direct APPPEAL
Notice of Transcript Lodged - Supreme Court
Docket No. 39943
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DR # 11-006370
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----
OCT 3 f 2011
CHRISTOPHER 0
By STORMY MCC~~A~KClerk
DEPUTY
GREG H. BOWER
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney
Douglas R. Varie
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney
200 W. Front Street, Room 3191
Boise, Idaho 83702
Telephone: (208) 287-7700
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
JAMES CLAYTON BRADSHAW,
Bradshaw's DOB:
Bradshaw's SSN:
COMPLAINT
Case No. CR-FE-2011-0017363
Defendant.
Plaintiff,
vs.
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
--------------)
PERSONALLY APPEARED Before me this _ day of October 2011, Douglas R.
Varie, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney, in and for the County of Ada, State of Idaho, who,
being first duly sworn, complains and says: that JAMES CLAYTON BRADSHAW, on or
about the 28th day of October, 2011, in the County of Ada, State of Idaho, did commit the
crimes of: I. DESTRUCTION AND/OR CONCEALMENT OF EVIDENCE, FELONY,
I.C. §18-2603 II. RESISTING OR OBSTRUCTING OFFICERS, MISDEMEANOR, I.C.
§18-705 III. DRIVING WITHOUT PRIVILEGES (MORE THAN TWO WITHIN FIVE
YEARS), MISDEMEANOR, I.C. §18-8001(5) and IV. FAILURE TO PROVIDE PROOF
OF INSURANCE, MISDEMEANOR, I.C. §49-1232 as follows:
COMPLAINT (BRADSHAW), Page 1
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COUNT I
That the Defendant, JAMES CLAYTON BRADSHAW, on or about the 28th day of
October, 2011, in the County of Ada, State of Idaho, did willfully destroy and/or conceal a
baggie of white powdery substance knowing that the baggie of white powdery substance
was about to be produced, used or discovered as evidence in a felony investigation
authorized by law and with the intent to prevent it from being so produced, used or
discovered.
COUNT II
That the Defendant, JAMES CLAYTON BRADSHAW, on or about the 28th day of
October, 2011, in the County of Ada, State of Idaho, did willfully obstruct and resist a
public officer, to-wit: Meridian Police Officer Wear, in the discharge of a duty of his
office, by refusing to follow lawfully given commands.
COUNT III
That the Defendant, JAMES CLAYTON BRADSHAW, on or about the 28th day of
October, 2011, in the County of Ada, State of Idaho, did drive a motor vehicle, to-wit: a
white 1990 Cadillac El Dorado upon a highway, to-wit: near the intersection ofE. Fairview
and N. Meridian, knowing his operator's license or permit was suspended in Idaho, and
while having pled guilty to or having been found guilty of at least two violations of I.C.
§18-8001 within the previous five years.
COUNT IV
That the Defendant, JAMES CLAYTON BRADSHAW, on or about the 28th day of
October, 2011, in the County of Ada, State of Idaho, did operate a motor vehicle, in the
State of Idaho, at or about E. Fairview and N. Meridian without valid proof of liability
insurance in his possession or in the vehicle, and has pled guilty to or was found guilty of a
violation ofI.C. §49-l232 within the previous five years.
COMPLAINT (BRADSHAW), Page 2
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All of which is contrary to the form, force and effect of the statute in such case and
against the peace and dignity of the State of Idaho.
GREG H. BOWER
Ada County Prosecutor
COMPLAINT (BRADSHAW), Page 3
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICiAl DISTRICT
STATE OF IDAHO, ADA COUNTY, MAGISTRATE DIVISION
PROBABLE CAUIE FORM
CASE NO. .,.'~~""""'--'~..I'.-~~_..-.
CLERK__-=-:--_.;;.....~..;....-. _
DArE JO' 31' 2011
CASEID.
STATE OF IDAHO
COMPLAINING WITNESS _
VI.
PROSECUTORJ). ~'...:..'~-=-------
JUDGE
o BERECZ
o BIErER
~CAWTHON
o COMSTOCK
o DAY
o GARDUNIA
o HARRIGFELD
o HAWLEY
o HICKS
o
o
o MacGREGOR-IRBY
o MANWEILER
o McDANIEL
o MINDER
o OTHS
o REARDON
o STECKEL
o SWAIN
o WATKINS
STATUS
)( STATE SWOR .
~ PC FOUND~.uo,,gw404oW~~.....,...~+t-...;..:­
~ COMPLAINT SIGNED
o AMENDED COMPLAINT SIGNED
o AFFIDAVIT SIGNED
o NO PC FOUND _
o EXONERATE IOND
o SUMMONS TO IE ISSUED
o WARRANT ISSUED
o IONDSET. _
o NOCONTACT
COMMENTS
D.R.• _
o DISMISS CASE
~ IN CUSTODY
( ) ~GENT'S WARRANT
( ) RULE 5(b)
( ) FUGITIVE
PROBABLE CAUSE FORM 000009
ADA COUNTY MAGISTRATE MINUTES
James Clayton Bradshaw CR-FE-2011-0017363 DOB:
Scheduled Event: Video Arraignment Monday, October 31,2011 01 :30 PM
Judge: John Hawley Jr. Clerk: S)f Interpreter: _-=- :--__
Prosecuting AgenCy~ BC EA _GC MC Pros: t<.~Bcl~
- @Attomey-m<~
• 1 118-2603 F Evidence-Destruction, Alteration or Concealment F
• 2 118-705 Resisting or Obstructing Officers M
• 3118-8001(3) M Driving Without Privileges M
• 4149-1229 M Vehicle Insurance-(2nd or Subsequent Offense) Fail to Maintain Liability Insurance M
~ase Called Defendant:~ent Not Present ~ Custody
__ Advised of Rights Waived Rights ~ PO Appointed __ Waived Attorney
__ Guilty Plea 1PV Admit NIG Plea __ Advise SUbsequent Penalty
Cf)~ond $ \ OO)oot:>.. ROR __ Pay 1Stay __ Payment Agreement
In Chambers PT Memo __ Written Guilty Plea No Contact Order
=is t\d~J;-b£~JA--' ------
J3;oU~~-,---·-----
----ill LLPitTI@8:30
vJ} ~l~
Finish Release Defendant
CR-FE-2011-0017363
000010
NOV 01
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
Bv. ERIN PENACase No: CR-FE-2011-001730~ DEPUTY
Defendant.
STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff.
vs.
James Clayton Bradshaw
3120 N Blue Springs Ave
Meridian, ID 83646
IN THE DISTRI hOURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL 01 1~~r""I"~--cii;:r;7~rl-:""'-
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF AbK----'
MAGISTRATE DIVISION
)
)
)
)
)
) NOTICE OF APPOINTMENT OF PUBLIC DEFENDER
) AND SETTING CASE FOR HEARING
)~da 0 Boise 0 Eagle 0 Garden City 0 Meridian
--------------------
TO: Ada County Public Defender
YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED that you are appointed to represent the defendant in this cause, or in the District
Court until relieved by court order. The case is continued for:
Preliminary
Judge:
Monday, November 14, 2011 08:30 AM
Kevin Swain
BOND AMOUNT: _ The Defendant is: 0 In Custody 0 Released on Bail 0 ROR
TO: The above named defendant
IT HAS BEEN ORDERED BY THIS COURT that the defendant is to contact the Ada County Public Defender's
Office at 200 W. Front Street, Room 1107, Boise, Idaho 83702. Telephone: (208) 287-7400. If the defendant is unable to
post bond and obtain hislher release from jail, that the proper authorities allow the defendant to make a phone call to the
Ada County Public Defender.
IT HAS BEEN FURTHER ORDERED: That the parties, prior to the pre-trial conference, complete and comply with
Rule 16 I.C.R. and THAT THE DEFENDANT BE PERSONALLY PRESENT AT BOTH THE PRE-TRIAL CONFERENCE
AND 1OR THE JURY TRIAL: FAILURE TO APPEAR AT EITHER THE PRE-TRIAL CONFERENCE OR THE JURY
TRIAL WILL RESULT IN A BENCH WARRANT FOR THE DEFENDANTS ARREST.
Dated: 10/31/2011
Deputy Clerk
Clerk I date
I hereby certify that copies of this Notice were served as follows on this date Monday, October 31, 2011.
Defendant: Mailed Hand Delivered Signature Sw-vcD~ _
Phone ~(_ ....) _
Prosecutor: Interdepartmental Mail ~
Public Defender: Interdepartmental Mail
Deputy Clerk
000011
ADA COUNTY PUBLIC .uJ!.FENDER
Attorneys for Defendant
200 West Front Street, Suite 1107
Boise, Idaho 83702
Telephone: (208) 287-7400
Facsimile: (208) 287-7409
AM R'~, 1y&j"Y
NOV 03 2011
CHFIlSTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By AMY LANG
DEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff
vs.
JAMES CLAYTON BRADSHAW,
Defendant.
Case No. CR-FE-2011-0017363
MOTION FOR BOND REDUCTION
COMES NOW, JAMES CLAYTON BRADSHAW, the above-named defendant, by and
through counsel RICHARD D TOOTHMAN, Ada County Public Defender's office, and moves
this Court for its ORDER reducing bond in the above-entitled matter upon the grounds that the
bond is so unreasonably high that the defendant, who is an indigent person without funds, cannot
post such a bond, and for the reason that the defendant has thereby been effectively denied their
right to bail.
DATED, Thursday, November 03,2011.
RICHARD D TOOTHMAN
Attorney for Defendant
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I HEREBY CERTIFY, that on Thursday, November 03, 2011, I mailed a true and
correct copy of the within instrument to:
TAMERA B KELLY
Counsel for the State of Idaho
by placing said same in the Interdepartmental Mail.
MOTION FOR BOND REDUCTION 000012
ADA COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER
Attorneys for Defendant
200 West Front Street, Suite 1107
Boise, Idaho 83702
Telephone: (208) 287-7400
Facsimile: (208) 287-7409
AM "';~4J(V
NOV 03 2011
CHRISTOPHl:'I~ D R'l'r'··'·,· CI k~, •.• vii, e(
ByMI!YlANG
D':·"'JT'/
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff
vs.
JAMES CLAYTON BRADSHAW,
Defendant.
Case No. CR-FE-2011-0017363
NOTICE OF HEARING
TO: THE STATE OF IDAHO, Plaintiff, and to TAMERA B KELLY:
YOU, AND EACH OF YOU, are hereby notified that the defendant will call for a
hearing on MOTION FOR BOND REDUCTION, now on file in the above-entitled matter, on
Monday, November 14,2011, at the hour of 08:30 AM, in the courtroom of the above-entitled
court, or as soon thereafter as counsel may be heard.
DATED, Thursday, November 03,2011.
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I HEREBY CERTIFY, that on Thursday, November 03, 2011, I mailed a true and
correct copy of the within instrument to:
TAMERA B KELLY
Counsel for the State of Idaho
by placing said same in the Interdepartmental Mail.
NOTICE OF HEARING 000013
ADA COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER
Attorneys for Defendant
200 West Front Street, Suite 1107
Boise, Idaho 83702
Telephone: (208) 287-7400
Facsimile: (208) 287-7409
AM_·fkt~~1. ~ ::
NOV 03 20U
CHRISTOPrlr::R D. RiCH CI .k
Py"'"'' ,er
.:, /'\'\',1 U'iNG
OC?~JTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff
vs.
JAMES CLAYTON BRADSHAW,
Defendant.
Case No. CR-FE-2011-0017363
REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY
TO: THE STATE OF IDAHO, Plaintiff, and to ADA COUNTY PROSECUTOR:
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE, that the undersigned, pursuant to ICR 16, requests discovery
and photocopies of the following information, evidence, and materials:
1) All unredacted material or information within the prosecutor's possession or
control, or which thereafter comes into his possession or control, which tends to
negate the guilt of the accused or tends to reduce the punishment thereof. ICR
16(a).
2) Any unredacted, relevant written or recorded statements made by the defendant,
or copies thereof, within the possession, custody or control of the state, the
existence of which is known or is available to the prosecuting attorney by the
exercise of due diligence; and also the substance of any relevant, oral statement
made by the defendant whether before or after arrest to a peace officer,
prosecuting attorney or the prosecuting attorney's agent; and the recorded
testimony of the defendant before a grand jury which relates to the offense
charged.
3) Any unredacted, written or recorded statements of a co-defendant; and the
substance of any relevant oral statement made by a co-defendant whether before
or after arrest in response to interrogation by any person known by the co-
defendant to be a peace office or agent of the prosecuting attorney.
4) Any prior criminal record of the defendant and co-defendant, if any.
5) All unredacted documents and tangible objects as defined by ICR 16(b)(4) in the
possession or control of the prosecutor, which are material to the defense,
intended for use by the prosecutor or obtained from or belonging to the .defendant
or co-defendant.
REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY, Page 1 000014
6) All reports of physical or mental examinations anu of scientific tests or
experiments within the possession, control, or knowledge of the prosecutor, the
existence of which is known or is available to the prosecutor by the exercise of
due diligence.
7) A written list of the names, addresses, records of prior felony convictions, and
written or recorded statements of all persons having knowledge of facts of the
case known to the prosecutor and his agents or any official involved in the
investigatory process of the case.
8) A written summary or report of any testimony that the state intends to introduce
pursuant to rules 702, 703, or 705 of the Idaho Rules of Evidence at trial or
hearing; including the witness' opinions, the facts and data for those opinions, and
the witness' qualifications.
9) All reports or memoranda made by police officers or investigators in connection
with the investigation or prosecution of the case, including what are commonly
referred to as "ticket notes."
10) Any writing or object that may be used to refresh the memory of all persons who
may be called as witnesses, pursuant to IRE 612.
11) Any and all audio and/or video recordings made by law enforcement officials
during the course of their investigation.
12) Any evidence, documents, or witnesses that the state discovers or could discover
with due diligence after complying with this request.
The undersigned further requests written compliance within 14 days of service of the
within instrument.
DATED, Thursday, November 03,2011.
RICHARD D TOOTHMAN
Attorney for Defendant
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I HEREBY CERTIFY, that on Thursday, November 03, 2011, I mailed a true and
correct copy of the within instrument to:
ADA COUNTY PROSECUTOR
Counsel for the State of Idaho
by placing said same in the Interdepartmental Mail.
REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY, Page 2 000015
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH,
CLERK OF THE DISTRICT COURT
BY~'"""' _
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO,
Defendant.
Plaintiff,
vs.
PRELIMINARY HEARING NOTICE I MINUTE SHEET
.....-CaseNumber~- /?~3 j7
CaseCalled~ 9.ob32[~lq
,0JAda D Special T ~ _
@)Attorney --.:R. ToothO'an
Defendant: )ffPresent D Not Present ~In Custody D PD Appointed D Waived Attorney
D Advised of Rights D Waived Rights D In Chambers D Interpreter _
fi Bond $JQQJQ2D )aMotion for Bond Reductio~ 1.Ql'8l"1ted _
D Amended Complaint Filed D Complaint Amended by Interlineation D Reading of Complaint Waived
D State / Defense / Mutual Request for Continuance _
D State / Defense Objection / No Objection to Continuance _
D Case continued to --_at am/pm for _
D Defendant Waives Preliminary Hearing jS!J Hearing Held ;&rCommitment Signed
jJfcase Bound Over to Judge _Mevi lie.. on ll-~....lt at q~OD @/1'fl'I
D Case Dismissed after Preliminary Hearing / On State's Motion D Release Defendant, This Case Only
ADA COUNTY COURTHOUSE, 200 W. FRONT ST., BOISE, ID 83702
You must appear as scheduled above. Failure to do so will result in a warrant being issued for your arrest.
IHW/DateClerk~
D Hand Delivered
D Hand Delivered
~d Delivered
Defense Attorney
Public Defender
Prosecutor
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk of the District Court
DATED - By:~ _
~Ierk
I hereby certify that copies of this notice were served as follows:
Defendant ~nd Delivered Signature ~1M:19!~:::""""\'I-,L~II!.---------
PRELIMINARY HEARING NOTICE/MINUTE SHEET [REV 12-2010]0000 6
Judge Swain Manley 11161'.1
Time Speaker Note
Courtroom204
02:19:27 PMi Defendant IJames Clayton Bradshaw FE-2011-17363
··o2:..HE32···PMTState·s··Atto·rney················· ··..·····Tfamiiii'Kei"iy:··Ac··Prosecutor················ .
..02·:..1'9:3·4..·PMT'Defense..Attorn·e·y..·..·..·..· · TRichard'..Toot'ii'm·an · · · ·..· · · .
..02·:..1'9:3·6..·PMTJudge · · TJudge..'Kevi·n·..Swai·n · ·..· · ·..·..· · ..
..02:..1'9·:·3·S..·PMTD'efendant · · · · TJames..c·iaYton..Srad'shaw P·resent"i'n..Custody .
..02:·2·0·:3·0..·P·MTWitness..· · ·..· ·..·..'Totticer..Wear·;..Swo·rn..· · · ..
..o2::i1":·1's..·PMTRichara..·Toothm·~in · TStlp..to..officers..q·u·ailfl·cat'ions..· · · · ..
..02:·2'f:3·3..·P·MTfama·ra..Kei"iy;..Ac · · TBTreci"Exam·inatlon..ofthe·..witness · · · · · .
!Prosecutor ~
..02:·:2'1':3·3·..PMlotticer..Wear · · · ·..·..t"M·PS · · · · ·..· ·..· · ..
..02:·2·1':40·..PM't'Otticer..Wear ·..t..Kn·ows..·Srads'ii'aw..from..the..pas('..he·..is..wea·ri'n·g..the · ..
I !orange jumpsuit and is sitting at the defense table
..02·:·2·2:26..·PMlotticer·Wear ·..t..Reco·n·gTnzecfthe·..drFie·r..and..the..ve'ii'iCie ·..· · .
..02·:·2·3·:2·j·..PMlotticer..Wear · · ·..·..ri"toid..'ii'im..t'ii'ai"i"'kn·ew..hls·..OCwas..sus·pe·n'ded..and..t'ii'at'T ..
I Iwas going to arrest him
..02:·24·:2·4·'·PMTotticer..Wear · · · 'Tassist"officers..a·rrlved' ·..· · · · ..
..02·:·2'5':·1'2..·PMTotticer..Wear..· ·..· The..threw..h·is..uppe·rbody..ove·r..the..vehi'Cie~· ..ha·rper..sa·id .
! 1spit it out
..02:2·S·:4·0..·PMTotticer..we·ii'r · ·..· · · · Tuser..am·o·unf'si'zed..hTnd'ie · ..
..02:·2'7;·6'4..·PM'lOtticer..wear · · · t"Ha'd·i·cai·n·ine·..u·n·it"with..me..that"day · · · .
..02:·2·S:6'1"..PMTRichara..·To·ot'ii'm·ii'n· · · Tc·ross..·Examlnatlon..onhe..witn·es·s· · · ..
..02·:·2·S:6'1 PMl · · l ·..· ·..· · ·..· · · ..
..02:2·S:29..·PM't'Otticer·wear..· · · · t'interaciio·n..was..·n·ot"re·corded ·..· ·..· · ..
..02·:·2·S·:41 PM·t..otticer..wear · ·..· ·t·t'ii'e..·batteries..we·re..dead · ·..· ·..· .
·02:·2·S·:Sy..PM'lfamars..'Kei"iy;..Ac 'lohjecti'on..:..·rei'eva·n·ce · · · · · ..
!Prosecutor !
..02·:2'9·:6'1 PMlJudge·..Kevln..·Swai·n · ·lover·ru·ied ·..· ·..· · ·..·..· ·..· ..
..02:·3'6:26·..PMTotticer..Wear..· · TN·othi'n·g..·furth·er·;..witness..steps..d·own · · · · · .
::~~~:;:~~~:~:::~~I~~~~:;;;~g~:~~:~::::::::::::::::::::l~:~~~~:;::~~~~:::~~:~:;~~;~:~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
..02·:32:6'1·..·PMlfamara..Kei"iy:..Ac · · ·t..ReS·pons·e..to..M·oHon..·for..S·ond..Red·ucti·on· · · .
!Prosecutor !
..02:·3·2·:40..·PMlJudge..'Kevi'n..·swai'n..· · · l'Motion..for..·Bond·..Reduciion·..D'eni·ed · ·..· ..
..02·:·3·2·:S·0'..P·MTJudge·..Kevi'n..Swai·n TJudge'"i=i'n'ds'''p'C';'''Case''Sound''Over''to'''J'udg'e''Nevi'ij'e''' ..
1 111-21-11 at 9:00 am commitment Signed
I i
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I\
GREG H. BOWER
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney
Tamera B. Kelly
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney
200 W. Front Street, Room 3191
Boise, Idaho 83702
Phone: 287-7700
Fax: 287-7709
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
JAMES CLAYTON BRADSHAW,
Defendant.
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
Case No. CR-FE-2011-0017363
COMMITMENT
Defendant's DOB:
Defendant's SSN:
THE ABOVE NAMED DEFENDANT, JAMES CLAYTON BRADSHAW,
having been brought before this Court for a Preliminary Examination on the~ day ofili\).... ,2011, on a charge that the Defendant on or about the 28th day of October
2011, in the County of Ada, State of Idaho, did commit the crimes of: I. DESTRUCTION
AND/OR CONCEALMENT OF EVIDENCE, FELONY, I.C. §18-2603 II. RESISTING
OR OBSTRUCTING OFFICERS, MISDEMEANOR, I.C. §18-705 III. DRIVING
COMMITMENT (BRADSHAW), Page 1
000018
\WITHOUT PRIVILEGES (MORE THAN TWO WITHIN FIVE YEARS),
MISDEMEANOR, I.C. §18-8001(5) and IV. FAILURE TO PROVIDE PROOF OF
INSURANCE, MISDEMEANOR, I.C. §49-1232 as follows:
COUNT I
That the Defendant, JAMES CLAYTON BRADSHAW, on or about the 28th day of
October, 2011, in the County of Ada, State of Idaho, did willfully destroy and/or conceal a
baggie of white powdery substance knowing that the baggie of white powdery substance
was about to be produced, used or discovered as evidence in a felony investigation
authorized by law and with the intent to prevent it from being so produced, used or
discovered.
COUNT II
That the Defendant, JAMES CLAYTON BRADSHAW, on or about the 28th day of
October, 2011, in the County of Ada, State of Idaho, did willfully obstruct and resist a
public officer, to-wit: Meridian Police Officer Wear, in the discharge of a duty of his
office, by refusing to follow lawfully given commands.
COUNT III
That the Defendant, JAMES CLAYTON BRADSHAW, on or about the 28th day of
October, 2011, in the County of Ada, State of Idaho, did drive a motor vehicle, to-wit: a
white 1990 Cadillac EI Dorado upon a highway, to-wit: near the intersection ofE. Fairview
and N. Meridian, knowing his operator's license or permit was suspended in Idaho, and
while having pled guilty to or having been found guilty of at least two violations of I.C.
§18-8001 within the previous five years.
COUNT IV
That the Defendant, JAMES CLAYTON BRADSHAW, on or about the 28th day of
October, 2011, in the County of Ada, State of Idaho, did operate a motor vehicle, in the
State of Idaho, at or about E. Fairview and N. Meridian without valid proof of liability
insurance in his possession or in the vehicle, and has pled guilty to or was found guilty of a
violation ofI.C. §49-1232 within the previous five years.
COMMITMENT (BRADSHAW), Page 2
000019
\The Defendant having so appeared and having had/having waived preliminary
examination, the Court sitting as a Committing Magistrate fmds that the offense charged as
set forth has been committed in Ada County, Idaho, and that there is sufficient cause to
believe that the Defendant is guilty of committing the offense as charged.
WHEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED that the Defendant be held to answer to the
District Court of the Fourth Judicial District of the State of Idaho, in and for the County of
Ada, to the charge herein set forth. Bail is set in the sum of $ tf5D;TiDQ .
DATED this/~ day of N\) J , ,2011.
rL~
MAGISTRATE
COMMITMENT (BRADSHAW), Page 3
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~~' ....IFI~~~;;tt
NOV 15 2011
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By ELAINE TONG
Ol!PUTY
GREG H. BOWER
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney
200 W. Front Street, Room 3191
Boise, Idaho 83702
Phone: 287-7700
Fax: 287-7709
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO, )
)
Plaintiff, ) Case No. CR-FE-2011-0017363
)
vs. ) IN FOR MAT ION
)
JAMES CLAYTON BRADSHAW, ) Defendant's DOB:
) Defendant's SSN:
Defundam. )
-------------)
GREG H. BOWER, Prosecuting Attorney, in and for the County of Ada, State of
Idaho, who in the name and by the authority of the State, prosecutes in its behalf, comes
now into District Court of the County of Ada, and states that JAMES CLAYTON
BRADSHAW is accused by this Information of the crimes of: I. DESTRUCTION
AND/OR CONCEALMENT OF EVIDENCE, FELONY, I.C. §18-2603 II. RESISTING
OR OBSTRUCTING OFFICERS, MISDEMEANOR, I.C. §18-705 III. DRIVING
WITHOUT PRIVILEGES (MORE THAN TWO WITHIN FIVE YEARS),
INFORMATION (BRADSHAW), Page 1
000021
MISDEMEANOR, I.C. §18-8001(5) and IV. FAILURE TO PROVIDE PROOF OF
INSURANCE, MISDEMEANOR, I.C. §49-1232 which crimes were committed as follows:
COUNT I
That the Defendant, JAMES CLAYTON BRADSHAW, on or about the 28th day of
October, 2011, in the County of Ada, State of Idaho, did willfully destroy and/or conceal a
baggie of white powdery substance knowing that the baggie of white powdery substance
was about to be produced, used or discovered as evidence in a felony investigation
authorized by law and with the intent to prevent it from being so produced, used or
discovered.
COUNT II
That the Defendant, JAMES CLAYTON BRADSHAW, on or about the 28th day of
October, 2011, in the County of Ada, State of Idaho, did willfully obstruct and resist a
public officer, to-wit: Meridian Police Officer Wear, in the discharge of a duty of his
office, by refusing to follow lawfully given commands.
COUNT III
That the Defendant, JAMES CLAYTON BRADSHAW, on or about the 28th day of
October, 2011, in the County of Ada, State of Idaho, did drive a motor vehicle, to-wit: a
white 1990 Cadillac EI Dorado upon a highway, to-wit: near the intersection ofE. Fairview
and N. Meridian, knowing his operator's license or permit was suspended in Idaho, and
while having pled guilty to or having been found guilty of at least two violations of I.C.
§18-8001 within the previous five years.
COUNT IV
That the Defendant, JAMES CLAYTON BRADSHAW, on or about the 28th day of
October, 2011, in the County of Ada, State of Idaho, did operate a motor vehicle, in the
State of Idaho, at or about E. Fairview and N. Meridian without valid proof of liability
insurance in his possession or in the vehicle, and has pled guilty to or was found guilty of a
violation ofI.C. §49-1232 within the previous five years.
INFORMATION (BRADSHAW), Page 2 000022
All of which is contrary to the form, force and effect of the statute in such case and
against the peace and dignity of the State of Idaho.
GREGH. OWER
Ada Co ty Prosecuting Attorney
INFORMATION (BRADSHAW), Page 3
000023
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NO'=1n-~AM._ :~._,.·-f,jF1l6>BpM)'n-----
. _.~----
NOV 16 20U
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH Clerk
By MAURA OLSON '
DEPUTY
ADA COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER
Attorneys for Defendant
ERIC R. ROLFSEN, ISB #3731
Deputy Public Defender
200 West Front Street, Suite 1107
Boise, Idaho 83702
Telephone: (208) 287-7400
Facsimile: (208) 287-7409
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
JAMES CLAYTON BRADSHAW,
Defendant.
Case No. CR-FE-2011-0017363
MOTION FOR BOND REDUCTION
COMES NOW, James Clayton Bradshaw, Defendant above-named, by and through
counsel, ERIC R. ROLFSEN, Ada County Public Defender's office, and moves this Court for its
ORDER reducing bond in the above-entitled matter upon the grounds that the bond is so
unreasonably high that the defendant, who is an indigent person without funds, cannot post such
a bond, and for the reason that the defendant has thereby been effectively denied their right to
bail.
DATED, Tuesday, November 15,2011.
c;.;, '1PJ~~,:"",_
ERIC R.ROLF~ -.
Attorney for Defendant
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I HEREBY CERTIFY, that on Tuesday, November 15, 2011, I mailed (served) a true
and correct copy ofthe within instrument to:
TAMERA KELLY
Ada County Prosecutor's office
Interdepartmental Mail
MOTION FOR BOND REDUCTION 000025
NO.~..",.~..,.r;:F=ILEO~--
A.M._~ P.M _
NOV 16 2011
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By MAURA OLSON
DEPUTY
ADA COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER
Attorneys for Defendant
ERIC R. ROLFSEN, ISB #3731
Deputy Public Defender
200 West Front Street, Suite 1107
Boise, Idaho 83702
Telephone: (208) 287-7400
Facsimile: (208) 287-7409
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff, Case No. CR-FE-2011-0017363
vs.
JAMES CLAYTON BRADSHAW,
NOTICE OF HEARING
(Motion for Bond Reduction)
Defendant.
TO: THE STATE OF IDAHO, Plaintiff, and to TAMERA KELLY, Ada County
Prosecutor's office:
YOU, AND EACH OF YOU, are hereby notified that Defendant will call on for hearing
Motion for Bond Reduction. Said hearing shall take place on November 21,2011, at the hour of
9:00 a.m., in the courtroom of the above-entitled court, or as soon thereafter as counsel may be
heard.
DATED, Tuesday, November 15,2011.
r
Cfi:.< ~J ~'-'tt
ERIC R.ROLF~-~·------
Attorney for Defendant
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I HEREBY CERTIFY, that on Tuesday, November 15, 2011, I mailed (served) a true
and correct copy of the within instrument to:
TAMERAKELLY
Ada County Prosecutor's office
Interdepartmental Mail
NOTICE OF HEARING (MOTION FOR BOND R D CTION) 000026
NOV 16 2011
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By MAURA OLSON
DEPUTY
ADA COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER
Attorneys for Defendant
ERIC R. ROLFSEN, ISB #3731
Deputy Public Defender
200 West Front Street, Suite 1107
Boise, Idaho 83702
Telephone: (208) 287-7400
Facsimile: (208) 287-7409
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO,
Case No. CR-FE-2011-0017363
Plaintiff,
vs.
JAMES CLAYTON BRADSHAW,
Defendant.
MOTION FOR PRELIMINARY
HEARING TRANSCRIPT
COMES NOW, James Clayton Bradshaw, the defendant above-named, by and through
counsel ERIC R. ROLFSEN, Ada County Public Defender's office, and moves this Court
pursuant to ICR 5.1(d) for an ORDER providing typewritten transcripts of the preliminary
hearing proceedings, which were held November 14, 2011, as they are essential and necessary
for filing pretrial motions. The defendant, being indigent, also requests that the transcripts be
prepared at the cost of Ada County, and as soon as possible.
DATED, Tuesday, November 15, 2011.
~ -#JJ~, ....
ERIC R.ROLF~~Iloo-·------
Attorney for Defendant
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I HEREBY CERTIFY, that on Tuesday, November 15,2011, I mailed a true and correct
copy of the within instrument to the Ada County Transcript Coordinator by placing said same in
the Interdepartmental Mail.
MOTION FOR PRELIMINARY HEARING TRA S 000027
JUdge Thomas F. Neville/Janet "Reporter: Sue Wolf/11/21/11 Courtroom507
Time Speaker Note
11 :21 :25 AM! Court !calls roll for arraignments, Bradshaw, Cayko, Edwards, Gooch, Shaw,
............................................................l. L~ .R.9..p..!.~.9.'O" .
11 :22:02 AM! Court !did group advice of rights
:::D:::~:?:$.:::4.:~:::~t.0.I:~~~:~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::I~:~r.0.:g:~:::~:~:~~8.~Y.Y.:::::¢.:~~:g:T~::=:j:?~~:~:;::::p.f.~~:~~f:!~:::~:~:~!~~:y.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.
11 :25:52 AM iEric Rolfsen icounsel for defendant.
iil~.~~15~~~~l;~~a~~~=
I IMarch 12, 2012 @ 3:00 p.m. The Court set discovery deadlines for
i IDec. 30th and disp. motions by January 13, Counsel to prepare order
I Ifor prelim hearing transcript.
--tH~}:f~~t~:~:~~~ii~W.~~~~~j!!~~~~~~;~~-
............................................................l.A!v.-'.9..9..g .l..!.~ f.Hg.btr.!.~.k.~ ..
11 :35:52 AM IEric Rolfsen Iargued in opposition.
..·f1..·:·3·7·:..f~fArvfrcOlJ'rt ·rsta'tecfthi·s..·s·am·e..·n1'oHo·n i3'rg·lJ'ed..·befo·re..·M·ag'istra'te·: Cou·it"w'ijf'deny..·the..·..
............................................................1.. ..l..mQt!.9.D.1....r.~q.!::I.~.!?t$.I.~t~ ...P..r.~p~.r.~ ~O Qr.Q~r.: .
11 :37:45 AM IEND CASE i
11/21/2011 1 of 1
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RECEIVED
NO~ 16 2011
ADA COUNTY CLERK
ADA COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER
Attorneys for Defendant
ERIC R. ROLFSEN, ISB #3731
Deputy Public Defender
200 West Front Street, Suite 1107
Boise, Idaho 83702
Telephone: (208) 287-7400
Facsimile: (208) 287-7409
NO'_-,Q-'-\,....K--~FliEL~i5"'~=::::::=
A.M. •
NOV 22 2011
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By JANET ELLIS
DEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO,·
Case No. CR-FE-2011-0017363
Plaintiff,
vs.
JAMES CLAYTON BRADSHAW,
Defendant.
ORDER FOR PRELIMINARY
HEARING TRANSCRIPT
For good cause appeanng, this Court hereby grants the defendant's Motion for
Preliminary Hearing Transcript. Pursuant to ICR 5.1 (d), a typewritten transcript of the
preliminary hearing held November 14, 2011, shall be prepared at the expense of Ada County,
and as soon as possible)~~~.
SO ORDERED AND DATED, this '"2\ ~ay ofNovember)2011.
~""""":'-Q_-
THOMAS F. NEVILLE
District Judge
ORDER FOR PRELIMINARY HEARING TRANSCRIPT
000029
FILED
Tuesday. Imber 22, 2011 at 10:20 AM
CHRISTOPHER D, RICH, CLERK OF THE COURT
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
JAMES CLAYTON BRADSHAW,
Defendant.
ADA COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY
INTER DEPT MAIL
ADA COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER
INTER DEPT MAIL
Case No. CR-FE-2011-0017363
NOTICE OF JURY
TRIAL SETTING
I
THE HONORABLE THOMAS F. NEVILLE HAS SET THE ABOVE-ENTITLED
MATTER FOR TRIAL BEFORE THE COURT AND A JURY ON:
PRETRIAL CONFERENCE Monday, March 12,2012 @ 03:00 PM
Judge: Thomas F. Neville
JURY TRIAL. .....Tuesday, March 20,2012 @ 09:00 AM
Judge: Thomas F. Neville
THE DEFENDANT SHALL BE PERSONALLY PRESENT AT THE PRETRIAL
CONFERENCE UNLESS EXCUSED BY THE COURT.
THE COURT SET DISCOVERY DEADLINES FOR: .December 30, 2011
ALL DISPOSITIVE MOTIONS TO BE FILED BY: January 13,2012
Proposed Jury Instructions shall be submitted at least five days prior to trial.
CHECK BULLETIN BOARD ON DAY OF TRIAL FOR COURTROOM NUMBER.
cc: Counsel/je
NOTICE OF JURY TRIAL SETTING
000030
NO...." ,..
'( FILEDA.M P.M. _
NOV 29 2011
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH Clerk
By RAE Af\'N NIXON '
Dl'PUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO,
JAMES C. BRADSHAW,
Plaintiff,
Defendant,
vs.
)
)
)
)
) Case No. CRFE-2011- 0017363
)
) NOTICE OF PREPARATION
) OF TRANSCRIPT
)
-------------)
An Order for transcript was filed in the above-entitled matter on November 22,2011, and a copy of
said Order was received by the Transcription Department on November 28, 2011. I certify the
estimated cost ofpreparation of the transcript to be:
Type of Hearing: Preliminary Hearing
Date of Hearing: November 14,2011 Judge: Kevin Swain
20 Pages x $3.25 = $65.00
In this case, the Ada County Public Defender's Office has agreed to pay for the cost of the transcript
fee upon completion of the transcript.
The Transcription Department will prepare the transcript and file it with the Clerk of the District
Court within thirty (30) days (or expedited days) from the date of this notice. The transcriber may
make application to the District Judge for an extension of time in which to prepare the transcript.
Date: December 28, 2011
Rae Ann Nixon
Transcript Coordinator
NOTICE OF PREPARATION OF TRANSCRIPT - Page 1
000031
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I certify that on December 28, 2011, a true and correct copy of the Notice of Preparation of
Transcript was forwarded to Defendant's attorney of record, by first class mail, at:
Ada Co. Public Defender
200 W. Front St. Ste. 1107
Boise ID 83702
ERIC ROLFSEN
Rae Ann Nixon
Transcript Coordinator
NOTICE OF PREPARATION OF TRANSCRIPT - Page 2
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NO FILED 0.2:,_/"1)
·-__----P.M.-f,I.~ -
A.M.-
GREG H. BOWER
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney
DEC 15 2011
CHRISTOPHER O. RICH, Clerk
By JANET ELLIS
DEPUTY
Christopher S. Atwood
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney
200 W. Front Street, Room 3191
Boise, Idaho 83702
Phone: 287-7700
Fax: 287-7709
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH mDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
JAMES CLAYTON BRADSHAW,
Defendant,
Plaintiff,
vs.
)
)
) Case No. CR-FE-2011-0017363
)
) ORDER DENYING BOND
) REDUCTION
)
)
)
--------------)
THE STATE'S MOTION having come before the court for hearing on this 21st day of
Novembe~2011,and the Court having heard arguments of counsel and being fully apprised in the
premises, and good cause appearing, it is so.ordered that Bond Reduction is denied.
--""""""'-
DATED this fS~ay ofDecember?O11.
District Judge
~ER DENYING BOND REDUCTION (BRADSHAW) Page 1
000033
NO.~ FILED
A.M.~_--+__P,.M.__--
O:C 20 2011
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
Ely EL-\INE TONG
DEPUTY
GREG H. BOWER
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney
Christopher S. Atwood
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney
200 West Front Street, Room 3191
Boise, ID 83702
Telephone: (208) 287-7700
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
JAMES CLAYTON BRADSHAW,
MOTION FOR LEAVE TO
FILE INFORMATION
PART II
Case No. CR-FE-2011-0017363Plaintiff,
Defendant.
vs.
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
--------------)
COMES NOW, Christopher S. Atwood, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney, in and for
the County of Ada, State of Idaho and moves this Court for its order extending time to
file an Information, Part II, in the above-matter based on what the State believes is the
defendant's prior record as set out below.
That the defendant was convicted of the crime of ATTEMPTED 2ND DEGREE
ROBBERY, Felony, on or about October 1, 1998 and POSSESSION OF A FIREARM
BY A FELON, Felony, on or about 10/1/1998.
The State needs additional time to acquire proper documentation of the Judgments
of Conviction to support the Information, Part II. The State's information as to the
defendant's prior record is based on a state or national records check.
MOTION FOR LEAVE TO FILE INFORMATION PART II (BRADSHAW), Page
1
000034
•fL .f~RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this ---L{L- day of December 2011.
GREG H. BOWER
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this L day of December 2011, I caused to
be served, a true and correct copy of the foregoing Motion for Leave to File an
Information Part n upon the individual(s) named below in the manner noted:
Eric Rolfsen
200 W. Front Street, Room 1107
Boise, ill 83702
By depositing copies of the same in the United States mail, postage prepaid, first class.
By informing the office of said individual(s) that said copies were available for pickup
at the Office of the Ada County Prosecutor.
By faxing copies of the same to said attorney(s) at the facsimile number:
'fI3y depositing copies of the same in the interdepartmental mail:
~------
MOTION FOR LEAVE TO FILE INFORMATION PART n (BRADSHAW), Page
2
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NO.-67- FILED .::
A.M.-+_-+---P.M.----
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
ey EU\\NE TONG
DEPUTY
GREG H. BOWER
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney
Christopher S. Atwood
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney
200 W. Front Street, Room 3191
Boise, Id. 83702
Telephone: (208) 287-7700
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
JAMES CLAYTON BRADSHAW,
Plaintiff,
Defendant.
vs.
)
)
) Case No.: CR-FE-2011-0017363
)
) NOTICE OF HEARING
)
)
)
)
--------------)
TO: James Clayton Bradshaw, and his Attorney of Record, you will please take notice
that on the 3rd day of January 2012, at the hour of 9:00 am of said day, or as soon thereafter as
counsel can be heard, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney Christopher S. Atwood will move this
Honorable Court for filing Information Part II.
DATED this~ Le -\'l,.. day of December 2011.
GREG H. BOWER
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney
/)A,A M::dBy~r S. Atwood
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney
NOTICE OF HEARING, (BRADSHAW) Page 1
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this ~day of December 2011, a true and correct
copy of the foregoing was served to: Eric Rolfsen, Ada County Public Defender's Office,
in the manner noted below:
1:1 By depositing copies of the same in the United States mail, postage prepaid, first class.
~ By depositing copies of the same in the Interdepartmental Mail.
1:1 By informing the office of said above-referenced Defense Attorney(s) that said copies were
available for pickup at the Office of the Ada County Prosecutor.
1:1 By faxing copies of the same to said attorney(s) at the facsimile number:
1:1 By Hand Delivery
~~hristoPher S. Atwood
NOTICE OF HEARING, (BRADSHAW) Page 2
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Judge Thom~s F, Neville/Janet slREPORTER: SUE WOLFI01/03112 Courtroom507
11 :01 :54 A ,Court .calls JAMES BRADSHAW CRFe11-17363,time for Info Part II,
...._._._._. _.+ . _+il}gyir~ if further dQ.cuments_.obt~lned. _;._ __
11:02:?3 AMI Joshua Haws Istated do have the JOC's now
-11:02:3EfAMh~ric-Roifsen-~+nOObjectiori':'''enter -nofiuilty ptea--·-·-··-·-·....._._._-.--....--..-.._._..~...._---
11:04:01 AM ICourt"---1advlseci"defenct"ant ofpenaities thaf'eould beimp<)sEK:I for Inform-Part II
. Iff:05:T4" AM END'CASE -r- -.-..-.--- - --..-..- --..-------..--- ..
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GREG H. BOWER
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney
Christopher S. Atwood
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney
200 West Idaho, Room 3191
Boise, ID 83702
Telephone: (208) 287-7700
Facsimile: (208) 287-7709
RECEIVED
DEC 10 201\
ADA COUNTY CLERK
NOA.M·---""1!~l'I"!!p~t.~Z;~~!":!,W~:--
._---'
JAN - 3 2012
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By JANET ELLIS
DEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
JAMES CLAYTON BRADSHAW,
Defendant,
)
)
) Case No. CR-FE-2011-0017363
)
) ORDER GRANTING MOTION FOR
) LEAVE TO FILE INFORMATION
) PARTll
)
)
THE COURT HAVING HEARD the State's Motion and good appearing;
IT IS SO ORDERED that the Information, Part II be filed based upon the supporting
documentation of fue defendant's two (2) p~nviCtions.
DATED this, 3~ day of De. $ .;Q ( 2.
ORDER GRANTING MOTION FOR LEAVE TO FILE INFORMATION PART II
¥'(BRADSHAW) PAGE 1
000039
t "
NO·----O;;Fil'C1LEn"O""Z'r_,-;:j(p::7"':::--A.M. P.M._:."J.~-....--
GREG H. BOWER
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney
JAN - 3 2012
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By JANET ELLIS
OEPUTY
Christopher S. Atwood
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney
200 West Front Street, Room #3191
Boise, Idaho 83702
Telephone: (208) 287-7700
Fax: (208) 287-7709
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
JAMES CLAYTON BRADSHAW,
Defendant.
Plaintiff,
vs.
)
)
) Case No. CR-FE-2011-0017363
)
) INFORMATION
)
) PART II
)
)
----------------)
GREG H. BOWER, Prosecuting Attorney in and for the County of Ada, State of
Idaho, who, in the name of and by the authority of said State, prosecutes in its behalf, in
proper person, comes now before the District Court of the Fourth Judicial District of the
State of Idaho, in and for the County of Ada, and given the Court to understand and to be
further informed that, as PART II of the Information on file herein, the Defendant,
~ORMATION, PART II (BRADSHAW), Page 1
000040
JAMES CLAYTON BRADSHAW, is a persistent violator of the law, in that the
Defendant has heretofore been convicted of the following felonies, to-wit:
I
That the said Defendant, JAMES CLAYTON BRADSHAW, on or about the 1st
day of October 1998, was convicted of the crime of ATTEMPTED 2ND DEGREE
ROBBERY, a FELONY, in the County of Orange, State of California, by virtue of that
certain Judgment of Conviction made and entered by Judge Stuart Waldrip, in case
number 97CF1899.
II
That the said Defendant, JAMES CLAYTON BRADSHAW, on or about the 1st
day of October, 1998, was convicted of the crime of POSSESSION OF A FIREARM BY
A FELON, a FELONY, in the County of Orange, State of California, by virtue of that
certain Judgment of Conviction made and entered by Judge Stuart Waldrip, in case
number 98CF1204.
WHEREFORE, the said Defendant, having been convicted previously of two (2)
or more felonies, should be considered a persistent violator of the law, and should be .
sentenced accordingly pursuant to Idaho Code §19-2514, upon conviction of the charge(s)
contained in PART I of the Information.
DATED, This day of December 2011.
~tI!d'~t'G lLBOWER
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney
INFORMATION, PART II (BRADSHAW), Page 2
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:~: ~£AvLEEi'iD--__+::";4..£:.P.M _
JAN - 5 2012
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By ELAINE TONG
OEPUTY
GREG H. BOWER
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney
Christopher S. Atwood
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney
200 W. Front Street, Room 3191
Boise, Idaho 83702
Telephone: (208) 287-7700
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
JAMES CLAYTON BRADSHAW,
DISCOVERY
RESPONSE TO COURT
Case No. CR-FE-2011-0017363Plaintiff,
Defendant.
vs.
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
-------------)
COMES NOW, Christopher S. Atwood Deputy Prosecuting Attorney, in and for
the County of Ada, State of Idaho, and informs the Court that the State has complied with
the Defendant's Request for Discovery.
fit
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this L( v- day of January 2012.
GREG H. BOWER
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney
DISCOVERY RESPONSE TO COURT (BRADSHAW), Page 1
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NO. ~ ~,
., ~'LEO
A.M. ~ b P.M
----
JAN - 5 2012
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By ELAINE TONG
nEPUTY
GREG H. BOWER
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney
Christopher S. Atwood
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney
200 West Front Street, Room 3191
Boise, Idaho 83702
Telephone: (208) 287-7700
Fax: (208) 287-7709
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
JAMES CLAYTON BRADSHAW,
Defendant.
Plaintiff,
vs.
)
)
) Case No. CR-FE-2011-0017363
)
) REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY
)
)
)
)
-------------)
TO THE ABOVE NAMED DEFENDANT:
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that the undersigned, pursuant to Rule 16 of the Idaho
Criminal Rules, requests Discovery and inspection of the following:
(1) Documents and Tangible Objects:
Request is hereby made by the prosecution to inspect and copy or photograph
books, papers, documents, photographs, tangible objects or copies or portions thereof,
V REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY (BRADSHAW), Page I
000044
which are within the possession, custody or control of the defendant, and which the
defendant intends to introduce in evidence at trial.
(2) Reports of Examinations and Tests:
The prosecution hereby requests the defendant to permit the State to inspect and
copy or photograph any results or reports of physical or mental examinations and of
scientific tests or experiments made in connection with this case, or copies thereof, within
the possession or control of the defendant, which the defendant intends to introduce in
evidence at the trial, or which were prepared by a witness whom the defendant intends to
call at the trial when the results or reports relate to testimony of the witness.
(3) Defense Witnesses:
The prosecution requests the defendant to furnish the State with a list of names and
addresses of witnesses the defendant intends to call at trial.
(4) Expert Witness(es):
The Prosecution requests the Defendant to provide a written summary or report of
any testimony that the defense intends to introduce pursuant to Idaho Criminal Rule
16(c)(4), including the facts and data supporting the opinion and the witness's
qualifications.
(5) Pursuant to Idaho Code Section 19-519, the State hereby requests that the
defendant state in writing within ten (l0) days any specific place or places at which the
defendant claims to have been at the time of the alleged offense and the names and
addresses of the witnesses upon whom he intends to rely to establish such alibi.
.-t..(.}1..
DATED this - day of January 2012.
GREG H. BOWER
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney
By: Christ her S. Atwood
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney
REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY (BRADSHAW), Page 2
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..
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this~ day of January 2012, a true and
correct copy of the foregoing Request for Discovery was served to: Eric Rolfsen, Ada
County Public Defender's Office, in the manner noted below:
o By depositing copies of the same in the United States mail, postage prepaid, first
class.
f By depositing copies of the same in the Interdepartmental Mail.
o By informing the office of said above-referenced Defense Attomey(s) that said copies
were available for pickup at the Office of the Ada County Prosecutor.
o By faxing copies of the same to said attomey(s) at the facsimile number:
o By Hand Delivery
REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY (BRADSHAW), Page 3
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NO. FILED 4 0• bft;1A,M. P.M-4Ioi.LOO,,- _
FEB 17 2012
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By ELAINE TONG
DEPUTY
ADA COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER
Attorneys for Defendant
ERIC R. ROLFSEN, ISB #3731
Deputy Public Defender
200 West Front Street, Suite 1107
Boise, Idaho 83702
Telephone: (208) 287-7400
Facsimile: (208) 287-7409
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO,
Case No. CR-FE-2011-0017363
Plaintiff,
vs.
DEFENDANT'S DISCOVERY
RESPONSE TO COURT
JAMES CLAYTON BRADSHAW,
Defendant.
COMES NOW, James Clayton Bradshaw, Defendant above-named, by and through
counsel ERIC R. ROLFSEN, Ada County Public Defender's office, and informs this Court that
Defendant has complied with the State's request for discovery by serving upon CHRISTOPHER
S. ATWOOD, counsel for the state of Idaho, with Defendant's Response to Request for
Discovery on the above-filed date.
DATED, Friday, February 17,2012.
c;.;, ~Jlt"ERIC R. ROLF~--.<..1-------
Attorney for Defendant
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I HEREBY CERTIFY, that on Friday, February 17, 2012, I mailed (served) a true and
correct copy of the within instrument to:
CHRISTOPHER S. ATWOOD
Ada County Prosecutor's office
Interdepartmental Mail
DEFENDANT'S DISCOVERY RESPONSE TO C U
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Judge Thomas F. Neville/Janet Ellis/Reporter: Sue Wolf/03/12/12
Time Speaker Note
Courtroom507
3:06:04 PM !::::::::::court ~ST v JAMES BRADSHAW CRFE11-173693 notes Mr. Rolfsen~has three of the cases for pre trial conf. Mr. Sapien had a failure to
,appear. Mr. Sanders appears to have the higher priority
·..·:;fOffo·f..p·M·..lE·r,c..Ro"ifsen·rstatecfM·r:···Sande'rs"'ls"s's'rvi"ng"'a"penl"tentary"cas'e:'''Mr:'''S'radshaw"o'n"iy'"
i Ibeing held on this case.
....:f'6S·:·46..·p·K,fTCourt · ·..Tinquj·red..·ofSradshaw..case..· · ···..··..·..·..·..·..· · .
....3·:·0S·:·S3..p·M..TEr,c..Ro"ifsen·lstated"..prepa·red··to··g·o..to..tr"iaj"" · · · · .
! !
....3·:·0g·:·oo..p·M·..t·C·hrj·stoPh·er..tstated..·iTj·s·de..an..offs·r..a·nd..tu·rned"..down ·..·· ·· · .
1Atwood ~
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••,i.•••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••,i.••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••
3:09:16 PM jEric Rolfsen jstated no counter offer
E E
....3·:·09·:·33..·p·M.."t'c·ourt·..· · hnqul"red..·s·n·Yihlng..·Court..·ca·n..d"o..to..he"ip ··..· · · ·..· · ..
·..·3·:'69·:·44..·P·M..lDefendanf ·!wo·u·id·..il"k's..to·havs..·aTsml"s·sed·: · ·· · · .
·..·3·:'69·:·S2..·p·M·TC·o·urt ·..· ·..· ·TnofTnCiTned·..to..do..thar ·..· ·..· · · · .
....3·:·1·0:·0S..·P·M·..IChr·i·st"opher'Toffered..·s..·1..+4..d'is'iTjTss"3"mi"isd"s"a'nd"'info'rm"pa'rfiT;"d'o'n'ifbe"iI's've..canif ..
IAtwood 1get any lower than that. Defense free to argue.
: :
....3·:·1·cESO..P·M·..t-C·Ourt..·..· · ··..td·o·s·s..·n·ot""have'''s'''bas'ls''to''critidz's'''the''State''o'n''th'ls''offe'r: ·
....3·:"1"f·Og..p·M·"TE·rlc..Ro'ifsen·lcom·iTj·u·n·lcated..t"h"st""t"o..defe·nd·s·nt:' ·· · · · ·..·..· · .
....3·:"1"f·34..P·M f-6efendant"" ·td"o·s·s..·nofwanHo..·p·iead..t"o..-a-·fei·on·y·: ·..· · ·..· .
....3·:·1·2·:·2·9..p·M·..!"c·ourt · !wo·n·ifdo..·s·n·Yihing..t"o..try..to..rs·so·ivs·: ·Wii"i..see..whe·re..othe·r"cs'ses"staci("
....3·:·2ifS·8..P·M..·t·C·ou·rt · ·..· · ·t·i~~sTied sT..v·..j·AM·E·S..·BRAbs·H·AW ·C"RF·E·1..1..~·1·7369·3· · .
....3·:·2g·:·3·3..P·M..Tc·ou·rt · · ·rw,i'j"'·sefover"to"F'rid's'y';'''M'iii'rch'''1K''26"1'2'''@'''ff:36"'i'iTj':'''for..furt"h"er..p·re ·..
l hrial conf.
....3·:'3<f3g..p·M..lEnd..·C·as·s · r· ·· ·..·· ..
3/12/2012 1 of 1
000048
Judge Thomas F. Neville/Janet Ellis/Reporter: Sue Wolf/03/16/12
Time Speaker Note
Courtroom503
11 :42:18 AM !court !called ST vs JAMES BRADSHAW CRFE11-17363, present in
i !custody.
··ff4~i:·sj"AMTE·ri"c"RoWsenTcounsei""'for··d'efendant";···case··on··fo·r··trlaC································ .
! ~
··ff·scl":"D"S···AM"l"christo·Pher··tcou·nsei""'for·the··S·tate···················································· .
iAtwood i
·If·scJ":·2CfAMli5"efendanf"····!do·e·s···n·ot"wanfto···p·iead··to···feio·n·y·:·····..···························· .
··1"1"":·S3·:·42···AMTc·o·u·rt····..·······..···..···!wii"i..·u'se"o'n'e"'a'ite'rnate';"'j1'iive"witne'ss'Tist""from"·the··State·: ·Court·wi"ii···go···
! lover seating chart with parties Tuesday morning. 20 minutes for
! jopening statements
"1"'f'SS':'S'S"A'MlEric"R'o'itsen'lwo'u'id"'ji"ke"'inCi"u'd'ed"'offe'n'se"'of"mi"sd':"de'st"ruction"'of"ev'idence~"""""""""""""'"
·If·SE3":"46·A·Mlc·ou·rt·······················!wiiT·consid"er··instrudi·o·n··································· .
"ff-s:ro·3"AM·tchr·istopher··two·u·id"··requesf"{was···n·oftestedj""bui'to..be··"in··poss:···of"meth:···'s··a····..····..· .
. IAtwood !felony, so would be investigating felony crime. Jury would not know
! lthat unless instructed on that,
..ff·Sff'1·g-··AMTcou·rt··············..·····"li5"e·st"rucHo·n"'onhafevi"d'ence"ls"w"hat""'offi"ce'ris"we're"s'e'ek"ing"when·Tf··..···
! !was destroyed.
"1"'f'S8':'s~rAMTc"h'ri"stopher"'lstated"'ha'd"'a"dru'g"'dog';"wa's"white"'powd'ery"substance:"'s'u'ch'~ii"s"'meth:"
!Atwood !heroin or cocaine, was not marij.
·If·S{f4j..·AMTc·ourt·········..····..··..··lfn·q·uTrecf"abouf'd'efens·e:·..ifshou·id·..instru·cfo·n..thaI..········..· .
"1':i:'06':'20"'j5"MTE'ric"R'o'itsenTn'othing"'ai'this'''po'int';"d"id"'p'rov'ide"8tate"with"proofinsura'n'ce';"'so"thai'···..
1 lcount should be dismissed
"1'2':'66':'44"p'MTChr'i'stoph'erTii"ke'iy'w,'ii""be"di"s'm'isse'd':"'and"w'iiftii'e"an"ame'nded"Tnfo'rmat"ion.: .
!Atwood l
..1"2·:·06':·Sj"P·M..!C·ou·rt......·....·........··"!wiiT·j1·ave..the..j'u·ry..·in··at"·S':"3cfa·:m·:..·o·n·..T"ue·sday..mornTn·g·:··..·Court..2..day....·..·
! ltrial will advertise that to the jury
..1·2·:·0·1":·1·j..·p·MTE·nd..·Cas·e ·..T..· · ..
..1":2":·O·1":·39···P·MT ·· ··..····················..·T· .
: :
3/16/2012 1 of 1
000049
Judge Thomas F Neville Janet isReporter SueWolf032012 Courtroom503
Time S Note
08375AM State of Idaho vs James C Bradshaw CRFE11 17363 Jury Trial
DayOne
0981 AM Court called case
09811 AM Eric Rolfsen counsel for defendant
09816AM Christopher counsel for the State of Idaho
Atwood
09826AM Court notesftasfor the record and jurors acquainted with Court
inquired if witnesses have been narrowed down
09135AM Christopher notes witnesses will not be calling
Atwood
091428AM Court notes person in box 13 will be the alternate per stipulation
091445AM oucnsel concur
091551 AM Christopher tendered to Court amended information for filing that will remove
Atwood Count IV
091824AMCourt re Count III not a phase two situation
091852AM Eric Rolfsen requested that the previous charges not be brought up in the first
Partofthe trial
0911 AM Christopher concurs that it should be removed and may make further
Atwood amendment to a first time DWP
09223 MCourt will have struck from the instructions
09240AM r re basis for the traffic stop recognized defendant from prior
Atwood traffic t p
092734AM Eric Rolfsen have discussed with State and believe he is being careful and ok
with how hewill handle
092810AM st pherChrio officer recognized defendant from prior contact
Atwood
09236AM Court response Will ask counsel to use their best judgment
09304AM Eric Ro move to exclude witnesses
3 15090 AM Court grants motions
09314AM Defendant wants to know why Motion to Suppress wasnt brougt up
09312 AM Court no basis for a Motion to Suppress
09312AM Christopher request Court consider instruction 202 of IDJI instructs jury what
Atwood evidence is
09346AM Court will consider this instruction Court notes juror 108 is ill and has
been excused
093653AM Christopher re elements instruction
Atwood
09372AM Court ready for jury
09450AM jury present and seated
094726AM Court welcomes jury
094731 AMClerk does roll call
095132AM Court introductory statement
09543 AMClerk swears in jury panel
09571 AM Clerk draws names of 35 prospective jurors
100724AM Court voir dire of jury panel
1027AM Christopher voir dire of jury panel
Atwood
320012 1 of 5
000050
ssed jury for cause
-Judge Thomas F. Neville/Janet _..Is/Reporter: Sue Wolf/03/20/12 Courtroom503
11 :05:16 AM iChristopher ipassed jury for cause
iAtwood i
···ff:·0·S·:·2·S·..AMTCourt··················· ··· Twl·ij····excu·se"Tu·ry··fo·r···1·S..·m'fn·ute..·brea"k····· ..
..·f1..·:·0Ef0'3·..A·M'lCou·rt..·recess r..· ·..· .
,
'''1''1'':''f3':'02 AM ,··Cou·rt·· ·l'b~ick ..·o·utslde..·ihe·..ju·ry~· ..u·nde·rstands···that'}u·ror··#2TO h~is ..·co·u·pj·e ..
i imedical issues, raised and would entertain stip to excuse from the
! !pool
..·1"1..:..1·4·:·0·3..·AMTcounsei" · Tst'fp..·to..·e·xcuse..}u·ro·r..#2·1..0 · · ..
..1..1..·:..1·4·:·2·S..'A·MTc·ourt · · · '["is..·iiiso·..advlsecfthai"anothe·r'j'uro·r·..app·ro·iiched..·M·r: Atwoocf· ·· ·
..·1·T:..1·K..1"g·..Ai'ip · 1·S'7' ·fb"rlngs u·p·..ls·s·ue..·outs'fde..·the..j"u·ror · ..
"'ff:"r7':'3'S"'A'M" r·wi'i'j""..e·xcu·se..j"u·ro·r..#1·S'7'..wh'l'j·e·..Co·u·rfd'fscu·s·ses..wlt"h..·counseL · ·..
'''1''1'':''fS':'3'7'''AM' urt ··j·nq·u·j·recfo'fcou·ns·e·j····..··· · ..
"'1"1":"1"S':'4'3"AM": Eric·..R·o'ifs·en ·To·k..·v\iith..·sti·pu·j·atl·n·g..to···es·cuse·}u·ror..·iHsy · ··..· ······················ .
..·f1..·:..f!~f4·S ..·AM·lcourt · l-wliT..h~ive ..·M·r: ch·iimp·..b"ro·ught..'back..·j·n·..co·u·rtroo·m..· ..
..·n..·:..fg·:·S·9..·AMTCourt ·..· ·..·Twlii"e·xcu·se"Tu·ro·r..#·fa'7': adm·on·i·s"hed..·to..·n·oi"ta'i'k..·abo·ut..·m·atters..·ln · ·
............................................................ ' i.fr.9.nL9..f...9.!.b.§lrj!J.r9.r.~.: ..
11 :21 :53 AM, ss
::II:?:?:~:$:?:::~~rco·u·rt ::::::::::::: J~:~:y.I.~~~J~:ry:::p~:6~:!:::~~~:~~~~J~:f.~f.::#.f~!.:::~:~f.!.:6Q::: !h:~:::~:~~~:~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::.
11 :29:43 AM lerk !drew number of juror #168
"'ff:'2'9':'S'3"'AM"
i
..·hrist'o·p·her '["pa·ss..·fo·r..·ca·u·se ··..· ..
iAtwood i
..·ff:·3"6':·0·S..·AM·TE·rlc..·R·o'ifs·en ·t'volr..·d'l're..·o'fju·ry..·pa·n·e'i'..· · · · · · ..
,
·"1·2·:·0'9·:·2·S···P·M..t"E·rlc"·Ro'ifsen·
!
..·f2..:..ff:·S·2·..P·M··j..Cou·rt · ,and counsej···e·xercls·e pe·re·m·ptory··chaHeng·e·s···offihe re·cord ·..····· ..
I (
..·f~E·f2·:·SEfp·M ..t · · ·..·..·r ..
~:f~~~::::=~s~~~~;::::::::::::=~::::~:::~==::::::::::::~::::::::::::=::
·..1·2·:·4·S·j·S·..P·M·TCou·rt · ·.. .excused..re·m·alning··}u·ro·rs ···········..··· ..
..·f2·:·S·C)':·3·7 P·M"l·Court..·· Tad"mo·n·jshed"Jury"'a'nd""exc'u'sed"ihe'm"'for"'i'u'n'ch'"reces's''' .
............................................................Lt\~9..9..g then S t.. H.~.r.P§l.r... .
12:57:07 PMi urt :will ask counsel be back at 2:15
::~~:~:~:~:r~:~:::~~::l:~~~:~t:~:~~:~~ ..·..·..·:·:~~,'~·~~~:~~?e~~~~::~ird~~:::~:~~~::~:~::~::;;;~:::~~:~i~~:::~·s ..·to..·wheihe·r ·..·..
i Atwood idefendant's D/L was suspended and why. Defense will object.
"0'2':'3'1''':'3'g''p ··Court · · t'fnq·u'l'red·..o'fdefens·e···if··ihey"wo'u'id"'obje'ct"'ifihey"say'''o'ne'''ot'''reas'o'n's''
. iwas for no insurance.
..0'2·:·3·2·:·3·7..·P·MTE·ric..·R·o'ifsen ·T·staied..·d·o·n't"'n'e'ed"to"'state"'why"it"was"'s'u's'p'e'nd"ed"'buiTusfio..show ..
.........................................................,J pLY'!I.~~: .
02:32:55 PM iChristopher istated will Just inquire as to if it was suspended.
iAtwood !
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02:33:31 PM Eric Rolfsen Istated understand that if the defense were to open the door then
............................... .. .1.9.9.y.,g 9..~.~.~~J.h.~ ....r.~.~.~9.t!.~ Y¥..hy.J9. 9.9.m.~j.n: .
02:34:29 PM Court iready for the jury.
··O·2·:·3~Es·1·····p·Kif ··E·rTc···Ro"ifs·en····· lstated have···n·o·t···a"l"s·c·usse·a····p·hase···i·j···with"··d"e·fe·nd"ani""on···whet"he·r················
.................................... . .1~9.!:!J.g Y¥..~.!y~J.h~..l.~..ry...QLn.QL .
02:35: 17 PM iCourt irequested Mr. Rolfsen have that discussion at some point.
··02·:"3"5":·4·S···ptvfh~ou·rt·································hia·ve···oveiView···ot"""the······················· .
··02·:"3"5":·4·S···p·'vfrcied<:·································Tformaiiy···re·a"d"s···i·n·fo·rm·atio·n·········· .
··02·:·3·S·:·4·S···P·MTch"rIsto·ph·e·r········rmade···ope·n"fn·g····i3"rg·u·me·nf····························· .
iAtwood i
··O·2":·3-s-:·4·S···P·M·TE·rl"c···Ro"ifsen······rmade···ope·n"fng···l3"rg·u·me·nf·································· .
:~~=::~~=~~J;:;-:~=~~~i:~~~i:=~~~~~::~:~~::~::
02:35:48 PM l l
··O·2":·3·S·:·4·S···P·M··t··························· ""1" .
··6":f3~f2·3···P·M·l"E·rl"c···R·o"ifs·en·····l·o"i;Je·cted..·fo·r··fou·ndatio·n···=···n·o··test"l"ng···of·····th"e···su"bsta·n·c·e·:····n·of·e·n·o·u·gh··
............................................................L .1f.9.y.!:!.g.~!.!9..r:!..J9. ~.~3.y ..Y¥..h.~.t!.h.~ ~.yQ~.t~.!:!.9.~.J~ .
03:35:01 PM iChristopher iasking for an opinion
iAtwood i
··6"3·:·3"5":··1·2..·P·M·TCourt···························· TwHi····ove·rrufe··ind"··ieave··to··the·"j"u·ry··to··d"edde············································..···..· .
··6"3·:"3·S·:·6"S···p·M·r~~~~~c:her·······lconFa···d"fre·ct"""···············..·..·..···············..·..·············· .
··O·3·:·3·S·:··1·"j···P·M··! Eric Rolfsen '·cros·s···exa·m"fn·atio·n..···························· .
..6"3.:.4.S.:.44 P.M..j..Ch"rist"o.ph"er f..red"i.rect"""exa.mination .
iAtwood i
··O·3·:·4·S·:·S·3···P·MTV'litness·······················rexcu·sed···s·u"t>j"ect··"io··..re·caii················· .
··o"3":·4·~fo·s···P·M"TCh"risto·ph·e·r·······Tcaiied···BR·E·Tf···BAfE·MA·N"if'nERToiAr,ff5oLfc·E···..····..·········· .
iAtwood IDEPARTMENT/SWORN and direct examined - identified
I Idefendant
::~:~:::=:~::::~::~.::~:~I:~:~i·~:::~:~:'~~·.~~~:1::..·T~~~~~::·~::~:::i::.~~~~:.::::::::::: ..:·:::.:.:::::::.::::.:..:.:.:::::::::::::::::.::::::::::::::.::::::::::::::::::.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
03:54:15 PM iWitness excused not subject to recall
··O·3·:·S4·:·26···P·M·Tch"·rist"o·p··· ·caiied···TisA···H"ELf·o·Nhoofff·ECH"NfcAC··REC·O·R·OS··..· .
'Atwood SPECIALIST/SWORN and direct examined.
04:04:59 PM iWitness iexcused not subject to recall
::~~:::~:::::~:~:::~:~I~~~~~·:·~~:::::]~:~:·~~~:~:~:~'.::.:=:::~:~~·~~:.:::~:I:::~:~:~:~:~~:~:~:::~:~:~:::~:i:r.~:~~::::::::::::::::::
04:09:47 PM iEric Rolfsen ino examination
··04·:..1""C)":·O·2···P·M··t·V\iitness··············· ·..··f··excu·sed···s·u·bj"ect··"io····re·caff··············· .
:glft~H~~:~~-=:::~:~;~:;;i:~~~~~:~~:::::::::::::===--=::::=
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04: 11 :42 PM iChristopher iwill rest
iAtwood i"O~f:"1""1""":'4's"'p'i\ifrCourt"""'''''''''''''''''''''''' [Tn·q"lJTred..·Wdefenda·ni·wiiT..testiiy··············· .
..O~r ..1""1..·:·S7..·p·rvfrE·ri'c..·Ro'ifsen ·rshii'ted'..wl'i'i· nof .
..O~f ..1·2·:·0'3..·p·M..t..cou·rt I..i'n·q·uired"'ofdefe'nd'iint"'ofwhethe'r"this"'ls"'hl's"'ch'oTce'..noi"to..·testify ..
..O~F·1·2·: ..1""6..·p·M..h)efen'dant f·stiii'ted..·wi'i'i"·not..test'ify· · · · ..
..6;r..1""::f:'3-g p·M·rE·rl'c..·R·o'if · ·'·statetj'..have..·n·o..·wit·n·e·sses · · ·..· ..
..O~r ..1""3.:..1.4 p.rvff..Recess t .
~::k~~=-::~::~=:=:::::~:::~=~::=~:~-_::::::~:::::=04:30:59 PM iChristopher icalled SHAWN HARPERlSGT of MERIDIAN POLICE
............................................................' ~.9..9..g \..P.~P.~.R.I.M ..f;N.I!§.YY..Q.R.N ~.IJ.g g.!r.~.9.t~X~.D.JJ.r.!.~.g.: .
04:41 :02 PM itness iidenitifed defendant
~~~~icourt ~:=f~~:~=::~~:=:~:~:===
..04·:·S·S·:·06..·p·M..rCh·risto·p·her lconFa ..
iAtwood i
..04·:·S·S·:..1""9..·p·M..rE·rl'c..·R·o·ii~ii'en ro'i;Te·cts..·to..fo'lJ'nd'ailo·n · · · · ..
..04·:·S·s·:·2·s..·p·M..t·Court · · I..ove·rru'i'ed..·'je·a·ve..io..ihe"j'iJ'r:y · · ..
..04·:·S·S·:·3·2·..P·M'lChrls·to·p'her rconFd · .
iAtwood i
..04·:·S·9·:·3·9..·P·M..rE·ri'c..·Ro'ifsen ·..cross..·exa·m'i'n·atio·n · · · · ..
............................................................1.. .
05:08:38 PM iChristopher redirect examination
iAtwood i
..O'S':·0'9·:·S2..·P·MTwiin·e·ss · rn·ot..·s·u·bj'ect..to..·reca·iT · · .
iexcused i
..O·S·:..1""1..·:·S'O'..P·M'lsfDE·BAR ·..r ·· .
..O'5':..1""1..:·S4 P·M..t"C'hristo·pher ·\..S·tate..wi'i(resi ..
............................................................!.~~9..9..g.. I ..
05: 12:03 PM iEric Rol idefense will not have any evidence
..O'S·:..1""2..:..1""S..·P·M..t..Court --[-excu·sed..}ur:y..fo·r..the..evening..·and..·have..·them reiu·rn..·at..g·:'36"·a·:·m·: ·..
! !
..O'S·:..1·'S':..1""7·..P·M..t·Chrls·to·p·he·r· t..ili'akes·..·m'ofi'on"'to"'a'me'nd''''Cou'nfiTi''''to'''f)e'''j'u'sfbrivi'nii''Wiiho·ut" · ·
............................................................l.t.\~.9..9..g .l..p.r!yU~g.~.~ .
05: 15:43 PM iEric Rolfsen No objection
............................................................1.. ..
05: 15:48 PM iCourt granted motion to amend.
..O'S·:..1""6·:..1..S..·p·M..rE·ri'c..·R·o'ifs·en made..·m·otio·n p·u·rsuani"to..·R·u'i'e..·2·9·; n·oi"eno·u·gh..·evi'dence..to..·g·o·..to ·
............................................................1. ...lJb.~j!:!.!Y.: ..
05: 19:17 PM iChristopher ibelieves State has met the burden and there is enough to go
............................................................l.t.\.!W.9..9..g .L!?.~f.9.r.~Jh.~j!:!.!Y .
05: 19:36 PM iCourt IDenied Motion to Dismiss Count I. Court refers to SGT Harper's
I Iexperience with narcotics and the Canine Blitz and other officer. .
i iMore than credible.
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05:33:05 PM Eric Rolfsen objects to instruction #12
Courtroom503
........................................................... · · ··· · : f· · · · .
05:34:18 PM Christopher response
Atwood i
............................................:::..: : , ..
05:34:25 PM iEric Rolfsen i response
..O'5':·3·s·:·:2'f..p·M..h~ourt · lcrim·i·n·aj'"Tn·vesHgiHI)'n·; off·iceri·s..'beflevecfii"wiis·..feTo·n·y·: Offi'ce·r ·..
I IHarper saw this up very close. Court believes instruction #12 is
:~~~:~:I-Eric-ROWSeni~~~:::_e~~~::::::::::::=~:~~=--=:=:=
05:36:31 PM iCourt
..O·S·:'3€E4'(j"·p·M..rChrist'o·p·he·r ·..ITi'ke..'io..·co·n·sTdtir..further..·ove·r..,,·ighL · ·· ..
iAtwood i
..O·S·:'36·:·S·t..·p·M..rE·r,·c..·R·o'ifs·en TwoulcfiTke..·to..·g·o..·iiTi"'ihe..way..·through..'ihem·: ..
~iil~~t~~~~iii:~~tft~#~~fo't.~~~Vi'~~~:=:::::~~=::
..O·s·:·4~f·o·ij"'p·M ..I..Christo·p·he·r..·.... don't beHev·e···a·ny·..othe·rs..to·..adcf···..················· .
............................................................l.~~.Q.9..g......... .. ..
05:44: 19 PM iEric Rolfsen nothing further to add, noting objection
............................................................1... ) .
05:44:34 PM iCourt iwill consider further over night instruction #12.
.........................................................···t··························································t············································· ·····················M .
05:44:58 PM iChristopher iwill bring clean up clean Amended Information
!Atwood !
..O·S·:·46·:..1"cfp·MT·cou·rt · · [Tn..·reces·s · · · · ·..·..·· .
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GREG H. BOWER
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney
200 W. Front Street, Room 3191
Boise, Idaho 83702
Phone: 287-7700
Fax: 287-7709
NO.
A.M. I/tW "a.g,~ _
MAR 2 1 2012
CHRISTOPHER O. RICH, Clerk
By JANET EllIS
OEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO, )
)
Plaintiff, ) Case No. CR-FE-2011-0017363
)
vs. ) AMENDED
) INFORMATION
JAMES CLAYTON BRADSHAW, )
) Defendant's DOB:
Defendant. ) Defendant's SSN:
-------------)
GREG H. BOWER, Prosecuting Attorney, in and for the County of Ada, State
of Idaho, who in the name and by the authority of the State, prosecutes in its behalf,
comes now into District Court of the County of Ada, and states that JAMES CLAYTON
BRADSHAW is accused by this Amended Information of the crimes of: I.
DESTRUCTION AND/OR CONCEALMENT OF EVIDENCE, FELONY, I.C. §18-
2603; II. RESISTING OR OBSTRUCTING OFFICERS, MISDEMEANOR, I.C. §18-
705; and III. DRIVING WITHOUT PRIVILEGES, MISDEMEANOR, I.C. §18-8001;
which crimes were committed as follows:
AMENDED INFORMATION (BRADSHAW), Page 1
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COUNT I
That the Defendant, JAMES CLAYTON BRADSHAW, on or about the 28th day
of October, 2011, in the County of Ada, State of Idaho, did willfully destroy and/or
conceal a baggie of white powdery substance knowing that the baggie of white powdery
substance was about to be produced, used or discovered as evidence in a felony
investigation authorized by law and with the intent to prevent it from being so produced,
used or discovered.
COUNT II
That the Defendant, JAMES CLAYTON BRADSHAW, on or about the 28th day
of October, 2011, in the County of Ada, State of Idaho, did willfully obstruct and resist a
public officer, to-wit: Meridian Police Officer Wear, in the discharge of a duty of his
office, by refusing to follow lawfully given commands.
COUNT III
That the Defendant, JAMES CLAYTON BRADSHAW, on or about the 28th day
of October, 2011, in the County of Ada, State of Idaho, did drive a motor vehicle, to-wit:
a white 1990 Cadillac El Dorado upon a highway, to-wit: near the intersection of E.
Fairview and N. Meridian, knowing his operator's license or permit was suspended in
Idaho.
All of which is contrary to the form, force and effect of the statute in such case
and against the peace and dignity of the State of Idaho.
r= ~{b'-- ?REG H. R
Ada County osecuting Attorney
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Time Speaker Note
Courtroom503
08:12:46 AM! iState of Idaho vJames Bradshaw CRFE11-17363 Jury Trial Day
I ITwo
··6"~f·2":3":·S"9···AMlCou·jt········ ..···....·..·········........lcaHs···ca!ie·:·······Oefenda·nt"··i)"rese·nt"··'·n·..c'llst'o·dy·:······C·OlJ"rt···had..·opp<J"jtun"lty···to······..··..···
I Iconsider comments made last night on instruction 12, but understand
I Ithat Mr. Rolfsen may not have any objection to it now.
..6"9·:·2~{·S·2 ..·AM..h~ac ..·R·oHsen !..counserfo·r..defenda·n(..·st'ated..·had..·oppo·jtun"lty..'io rev"lew..agaTn..'ii'nd..·wiTr ·
............................................................1.. .\..!J.9t9..~j~~ttQJb.~J.J!J.~.tr.~.9.t!.9..!}., ..
09:27: 12 AM! Court !is considering adding aline to instruction 12 to clarify what the felony
I Iinvestigation is about. Inquired what counsel think of the Court
............................................................1.. .\..~.g.g.!.ng ...lh~t..!.!.n~., ..
09:28: 15 AM Christopher !counsel for State, will cover that in argument, but will defer to the
Atwood iCourt.
"O'g':'2'~E3'S"'AM"! Court"······· · ·fTn·q'lJTred..·of··iVi'r: R·o·ifsen·;..·feio·ny···ci"lm·e..·of··pos·iS-: ot"'c·o·n'i:..··subst'a·n·ce·..'·s····not····
............................................................1... .\..9.b.~f.g.~.q ....i.!}J.b.!.~ 9..~.~~.: ..
09:29:04 AM! Eric Rolfsen !stated fine with Court adding that line.
..O·9·:·2·9·:·4·S..·AMT·court· ·Twm make..'ih'at..·cha·n·g·e..to..·th'e..Tnst'rlJ"ctl'on·: fnc1'u·'·red..·ifcou·ns·eT..·h'ave..·an·y ..
............................................................1... .\..Qt!:!.~f...J.D..!?!r..~.9.!J.9..D..!?.J.9 ~.q.q., ..
09:30:03 AM: Counsel :stated have no other instructions to add.
..6"g·:·3"1":..fo..AM·'t'Court · · t"re·a'd's..·chan·g·e..·j·n'io..·the..·reco·rci · · ..
..6"9·:·3·1·..:·4·S..AM'lCou·jt ·ru·n'd'erstands..that..·aTr..m·oti'o·n·s..·m·ade·..a·n·Ci he·arCi iin·d..·re·a'dy..to h~ive ..'ihe· ..
............................................................1.. u.~.r.Y P.~.9..k..J.D. b.~.r.~.: .
09:32:07 AM! Christopher '! re: exhibit yesterday, did not want to admit, but inquired if Court
............................................................l.A~.9.9..q J..!J~.~.q.~.q ..J.9 k.~.~.P ~.~ ...P~.11 .9f...tb.~ f.~~9..f.~:t .
09:33:33 AM iCourt !believes should keep, but will not go back to the jury.
..69·:·34·:..1·'S"AMTCou·jt.... ..re·a'd'y·..fo·r..the..j'ury · .
"O'g':'3:f6"1"'AM'lJ'ury"'p're'sent ..
............................................................L~.!J.q !?.~.~!.~.q .
09:37:07 AM! Court !formally instructs jury
..·fO·:·O·1":·24..AM·Tchi"ls·to·ph'e·r Tmade..ao·s·i'ng iil"r~iu·me·nt · ·..·..· · ..
............................................................l.A~9..9d ..
10:25:49 AM! Eric closing argument
"·1··O·:·3·O·:·S·O"AM..t"Christopher !··i=inaf..c·j·o·sing..'Arg·lJ"me·nt ·· ·· · .
..·f6":·3·2·:·0"9..·AMTCi·erk ·Tswe·a·rs·..bamfi..to..take..·cha·rg·e ot"j'ury · · ·..· ..
·..1..0':·3·S·:·6"6..AM'lCou·jt · ·..Texcu·sed..ju·r:y..fo·r..deiibe·rat"lo·ns · · ..
·..fO':·3·6·:·6"~fAMTcou·jt · ·ITn·stru'Cts..·a'iternate·: ..
..·fO':·4·0':·4·~fAM·lChr"lsio·ph'er · 1Tn·q·u·,·red..fu·rthe·r..re·: j·nfo..·P·a·rt iT · · ..
!Atwood !
..·fO·:·4·1..·:·6"~fAM·rE·ri·c ..·RoHsen· ·..sta·ted..·wiTr·wa·'·ve..j'ury..·o·n..·Tn·fo Pa·rt..Tr ..
"·1··O·:·4·1···:·24"AM..t"Oefendant ·Concu·rs..· ············ .
..·fO·:·4·1..·:"3·S..AM·lCourt.... :Tn·..reces·s ·..· · .
..O·1..·:·s·:f6"2..·P·M..I'Cou·jt · l'b'a·ck..·o·n..·the..·reco·ra: app·rox~ 1·jj6..h'ad..j'u·ry..·q'iJe·sti'o·n..·a·n·Ci re·cord..·m·a'd'e..Tn..
i :chambers. Court would only poll jury on Count I, if there is aguilty
! verdict.
01 :54:58 PM! Court inquired of jury foreman, have reached verdicts on all three verdict
............................................................1................................... .f9..f.m.!?., .
01 :56:01 PM iCourt reads verdicts, Count I guilty of felony destruction of evidence, guilty of
i Count II, misd. resist. and obstructing, guilty of Count III, misd. DWP
I
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015639 PM Clerk pods jury unanimous verdict of guilty for felony Count I
01589PM Court Ithanks jury for their service excused them from jury duty
0213 PM Christopher have officer in route for Inform Part II
Atwood
0215 PM Court notes JOCsfrom Orange Co Calif
02318 PM Court inquired of which witness
02328PM Christopher Istated Officer Bateman have certified copies of JOCs
Atwood
02350 PM Court in recess until witness here
02359 PM recess
0245 PM
0245 PM
02375 PM recalled case for Information Part II defendant has waived jury for
inform part II Court has caused to be filed verdict forms for all three
counts
023748PM Christopher called Officer Brett BatemanMeridian Police DepartmentSWORN
Atwood direct examined
02402 PM Eric Rolfsen no questions
024026 PMCourt inquired of Officer Bateman
02415 PM Christopher moved to admit States2 3 4
Atwood
024133 PM Court States 11 JOC
0243 PM Eric Rolfsen no objection to II III or IV
02454 PM Court admits 11 III IV
024315 PM Christopher re Court of Appeals case ST v Jay Marsh certified copies of JOC s
Atwood and pen packet self authenticated Properly admitted and certified
Public records
0247 PM Eric Rolfsen no argument to make
024750 PM Court viewed records off the record
0248 PM Court has viewed the exhibits Find that in Exhibit II this is the same James
Clayton Bradshaw 97CF1899 case no from Orange Co Calif Re
Exhibit III this is the same James Clayton Bradshaw 98CF1204
defendant pled guilty to poss of firearm by felon Documents
consistent between each other and with exhibit IV Court finds
defendant guilty of being a habitual offender Court will order PSI
defendant does not have to cooperate Court recommends that if
defendant chooses to talk to PSI investigator that defendant be
truthful Court will order 192524 sub abuse evaluation as well
Inquired if should order mental health eval as well
0348PM Eric Rolfsen stated dontbelive need one
03426PM Defendant dontbelieve donthave mental health issues
03559PM Court 1would enter order for jail course for sub abuse if order submitted Do
not know if interlock funds available If defendant were to come up
with200defendant would for sure get into class
0381 PM Christopher requested bond be revoked
Atwood
PM Court will revoke bond pending sentencing
031058PM End Case
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MAR 21 2012
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By JANET ELLIS
DEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
JAMES CLAYTON BRADSHAW,
Defendant.
Case No. CR-FE-2011-0017363
V E R D I C T
WE, The Jury, sworn to try the above-entitled matter, find
the defendant guilty of Count I. Destruction and/or Concealment
of Evidence, Felony.
Dat ed this 'Z J day 0 f _--=.IIJ---:.--"'u'-"--,,->ok.-<..........h__-----, 2012 .
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FILED orlNA.M. P.M.--"'_.-.""' _
MAR 21 2012
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By JANET ELLIS
DEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
JAMES CLAYTON BRADSHAW,
Defendant.
Case No. CR-FE-20ll-00l7363
V E R D I C T
WE, The Jury, sworn to try the above-entitled matter, find
the defendant guilty of Count II. Resisting or Obstructing
Officers, Misdemeanor.
£., I .111 J) ~Ch'Dated this day of IV' ~ , 2012.
---'-----'....:..;:----:.=----=--------
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FIL~~. };?y<?A.M. I ~.
MAR 21 2012
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By JANET ELLIS
DEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
JAMES CLAYTON BRADSHAW,
Defendant.
Case No. CR-FE-2011-0017363
V E R DIe T
WE, The Jury, sworn to try the above-entitled matter, find
the defendant guilty of Count III. Driving Without Privileges,
Misdemeanor.
Dated this Z I day of
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A.M. FIL~~...3l_1Jo__
MAR 212012
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, CIeri(
By JANET ELLIS
DEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
JAMES CLAYTON BRADSHAW,
Defendant.
Case No. CR-FE-2011-0017363
JURY INSTRUCTIONS
THOMAS F. NEVILLE
District Judge
Presiding
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INSTRUCTION NO. 1
Ladies and Gentlemen of the Jury:
It is my duty as judge to instruct you concerning the law
applicable to this case, and it is your duty as jurors to follow
the law as I shall state it to you.
The jury determines the issues of fact that are presented
by the allegations in the Amended Information and the
defendant's plea of "not guilty". You should be uninfluenced by
pity for the defendant or by passion or prejudice against him.
You must not be biased against the defendant because he has been
charged or because he has been brought before the court to stand
trial. None of these facts is evidence of guilt, and you are
not permitted to infer or to speculate that he is more likely to
be guilty than innocent.
You are to be governed solely by the evidence introduced
in this trial and the law as stated to you by the court. The
law forbids you to be governed by mere sentiment, conjecture,
sympathy, passion, prejudice, public opinion or public feeling.
Both the State and the defendant have a right to' demand, and
they do demand and expect, that you will conscientiously and
dispassionately consider and weigh the evidence and apply the
law of the case, and that you will reach just verdicts
regardless of the consequences of such verdicts. The verdicts
must express the individual opinion of each juror.
000063
INSTRUCTION NO. 2
The law does not require you to accept all of the evidence
which has been admitted. In determining what evidence you will
accept, you must make your own evaluation of the evidence and
determine the degree of weight you choose to give to that
evidence.
The testimony of a witness may fail to conform to the
facts as they occurred because the witness is intentionally
telling a falsehood, or because he or she did not accurately see
or hear that about which he or she testifies, or because his or
her recollection of the event is faulty, or because he or she
has not expressed himself or herself clearly in giving
testimony. There is no formula by which one may evaluate
testimony. You bring with you to this courtroom all of the
experience and background of your lives. In your everyday
affairs you determine for yourselves the reliability or
unreliability of statements made to you by others. The same
considerations that you use in your everyday dealings are the
considerations which you apply in your deliberations.
In determining the weight, if any, you will assign to a
witness's testimony, you may consider such items as the interest
or lack of interest of the witness in the outcome of this case;
the bias or prejudice of a witness, if there be any; the age,
the appearance, the manner in which the witness gives his or her
testimony on the stand; the opportunity that the witness had to
observe the facts concerning which he or she testifies; the
probability or improbability of the witness's testimony when
viewed in the light of all of the other evidence in the case;
the contradiction, if any, of a witness's testimony by other
evidence; statements, if any, made by the witness at other times
000064
inconsistent with his or her present testimony; evidence, if
any, that a witness's general reputation for truth, honesty or
integrity is bad; a witness's previous conviction of a felony,
if any; and the effect, if any, of alcohol or drugs upon the
witness; are all items to be taken into your consideration in
determining the weight, if any, you will assign to that
witness's testimony.
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INSTRUCTION NO. 3
A witness who has special knowledge in a particular matter
may give an opinion on that matter. In determining the weight to
be given such opinion, you should consider the qualifications
and credibility of the witness and the reasons given for the
opinion. You are not bound by such opinion. Give it the weight,
if any, to which you deem it entitled.
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INSTRUCTION NO. 4
As members of the jury it is your duty to decide what the
facts are and to apply those facts to the law that I have given
you. You are to decide the facts from all the evidence
presented in the case.
The evidence you are to consider consists of:
1. sworn testimony of witnesses;
2. exhibits which have been admitted into evidence; and
3. any facts to which the parties have stipulated.
Certain things you have heard or seen are not evidence,
including:
1. arguments and statements by lawyers. The lawyers are
not witnesses. What they say in their opening statements,
closing arguments and at other times is included to help
you interpret the evidence, but is not evidence. If the
facts as you remember them differ from the way the lawyers
have stated them, follow your memory;
2. testimony that has been excluded or stricken, or which
You have been instructed to disregard;
3. anything you may have seen or heard when the court was
not in session.
You must never speculate to be true any insinuation
suggested by a question asked of a witness. A question is not
evidence and may be considered only as it supplies meaning to
the answer.
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INSTRUCTION NO. 5
Evidence may be either direct or circumstantial. It is
direct evidence if it proves a fact, without an inference, and
which in itself, if true, conclusively establishes that fact.
It is circumstantial evidence if it proves a fact from which an
inference of the existence of another fact may be drawn.
An inference of fact is one which may logically and
reasonably be drawn from another fact or group of facts
established by the evidence.
The law makes no distinction between direct and
circumstantial evidence as to the degree of proof required; each
is accepted as a reasonable method of proof and each is
respected for such convincing force as it may carry.
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INSTRUCTION NO. 6
A defendant in a criminal action is presumed to be
innocent until the contrary is proved, and in case of a
reasonable doubt whether his guilt is satisfactorily shown, he
is entitled to a verdict of not guilty. This presumption places
upon the State the burden of proving him guilty beyond a
reasonable doubt. Reasonable doubt is not a mere possible doubt,
because everything relating to human affairs, and depending on
moral evidence, is open to some possible or imaginary doubt.
Reasonable doubt is that state of the case which, after the
entire comparison and consideration of all the evidence, leaves
the minds of the jurors in that condition that they cannot say
they feel an abiding conviction, to a moral certainty, of the
truth of the charge.
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INSTRUCTION NO. 7
The defendant, James Clayton Bradshaw, is here for trial
upon a criminal Amended Information filed in this court accusing
the defendant of the crimes of Count I. Destruction and/or
Concealment of Evidence, Felony; Count II. Resisting or
Obstructing Officers, Misdemeanor; and of Count III. Driving
Without Privileges, Misdemeanor.
The crime of Count I. Destruction and/or Concealment of
Evidence, Felony, is alleged to have been committed as follows:
That the defendant, on or about the 28th day of October,
2011, in the County of Ada, State of Idaho, did willfully
destroy and/or conceal a baggie of white powdery substance
knowing that the baggie of white powdery substance was about to
be produced, used or discovered as evidence in a felony
investigation authorized by law and with the intent to prevent
it from being so produced, used or discovered.
The crime of Count II. Resisting or Obstructing Officers,
Misdemeanor, is alleged to have been committed as follows:
That the defendant, on or about the 28th day of October,
2011, in the County of Ada, State of Idaho, did willfully
obstruct and resist a public officer , to-wit: Meridian Police
Officer Wear, in the discharge of a duty of his office, by
refusing to follow lawfully given commands.
The crime of Count III. Driving Without Privileges,
Misdemeanor, is alleged to have been committed as follows:
That the defendant, on or about the 28th day of October,
2011, in the County of Ada, State of Idaho, did drive a motor
vehicle, to-wit: a white 1990 Cadillac El Dorado upon a highway,
to-wit: near the intersection of E. Fairview and N. Meridian,
knowing his operator's license or permit was suspended in Idaho.
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The defendant has pled not guilty to each of the charges.
The State must prove every material allegation in the charges
beyond a reasonable doubt.
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INSTRUCTION NO. 8
In order for the defendant to be guilty of Count I.
Destruction and/or Concealment of Evidence, Felony, the State
must prove each of the following:
1. On or about October 28, 2011;
2. in the County of Ada, State of Idaho;
3. the defendant, James Clayton Bradshaw, did willfully
destroy and/or conceal a baggie of white powdery
substance;
4. knowing the baggie of white powdery substance was about
to be produced, used or discovered as evidence;
5. he did so with the intent to prevent it from being so
produced, used or discovered as evidence upon any
trial, proceeding, inquiry, or investigation authorized
by law; and
6. the trial, proceeding, inquiry, or investigation was
criminal in nature and involved a felony offense.
If any of the above has not been proven beyond a
reasonable doubt, you must find the defendant not guilty of
Count I. Destruction and/or Concealment of Evidence, Felony.
If each of the above has been proven beyond a reasonable doubt,
then you must find the defendant guilty of Count I. Destruction
and/or Concealment of Evidence, Felony.
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INSTRUCTION NO. 9
If you find that the evidence is insufficient to establish
the defendant's guilt of Count I. in the Amended Information, he
may, however, be found guilty of any lesser offense which is
necessarily included in the offense charged in Count I. if the
evidence is sufficient to establish his guilt of such included
offense beyond a reasonable doubt.
For purposes of applying this instruction you are advised
that Destruction and/or Concealment of Evidence, Misdemeanor, is
an included offense of Count I. Destruction and/or Concealment
of Evidence, Felony.
Thus, if you find that the evidence is insufficient to
find the defendant guilty of the crime charged, you may find him
guilty of the included offense if all the elements of the
included offense have been proved beyond a reasonable doubt. If
you find the defendant guilty of the crime charged, you will
disregard the verdict form as to the included offense. If you
find the defendant not guilty of the crime charged but guilty of
the included offense you will enter only one verdict and
disregard the other verdict forms. If you find the defendant not
guilty of the crime charged and not guilty of any included
offense you will simply enter the verdict form that states that
result.
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INSTRUCTION NO. 10
In order for the defendant to be guilty of Count I.
Destruction and/or Concealment of Evidence, Misdemeanor, the
State must prove each of the following:
1. On or about October 28, 2011;
2. in the County of Ada, State of Idaho;
3. the defendant, James Clayton Bradshaw, did willfully
destroy and/or conceal a baggie of white powdery
substance;
4. knowing the baggie of white powdery substance was about
to be produced, used or discovered as evidence; and
5. he did so with the intent to prevent it from being so
produced, used or discovered as evidence upon any
trial, proceeding, inquiry, or investigation authorized
by law.
If any of the above has not been proven beyond a
reasonable doubt, you must find the defendant not guilty of the
included offense of Destruction and/or Concealment of Evidence,
Misdemeanor .. If each of the above has been proven beyond a
reasonable doubt, then you must find the defendant guilty of
the included offense of Destruction and/or Concealment of
Evidence, Misdemeanor.
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INSTRUCTION NO. 11
An act is "willful" or done "willfully" when done on
purpose. One can act wilfully without intending to violate the
law, to injure another, or to acquire any advantage.
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INSTRUCTION NO. 12
You are instructed that possession of any amount of
certain controlled substances, including methamphetamine and
cocaine, constitutes a felony offense if a defendant either
knew it was a controlled substance or believed it was a
controlled substance.
You are further instructed that the crime of felony
possession of a controlled substance has not been charged in
this case.
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INSTRUCTION NO. 13
In order for the defendant to be guilty of Count II.
Resisting or Obstructing Officers, Misdemeanor, the State must
prove each of the following:
1. On or about October 28, 2011;
2. in the County of Ada, State of Idaho;
3. the defendant, James Clayton Bradshaw, willfully;
4. resisted or obstructed;
5. Meridian Police Officer Wear, a public officer; and
6. such occurred in the discharge, or attempt to
discharge, any duty of Meridian Police Officer Wear's
office.
If any of the above has not been proven beyond a
reasonable doubt, you must find the defendant not guilty of
Count II. Resisting or Obstructing Officers, Misdemeanor. If
each of the above has been proven beyond a reasonable doubt,
then you must find the defendant guilty of Count II. Resisting
or Obstructing Officers, Misdemeanor.
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INSTRUCTION NO. 14
In order to show that the offense of Resisting or
Obstructing a Public Officer was committed "willfully," the
State must prove that the defendant knew:
(1) that the person the defendant resisted or obstructed
was a public officer; and
(2) that the public officer was attempting to perform, or
was engaged in the performance of, some official duty.
The word "duty" includes only the lawful and authorized
acts of a public officer.
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INSTRUCTION NO. 15
The term "public officer" includes any officer or employee
of the state government or any subdivision of the state. It
includes all peace officers.
The term "peace officer" includes a member of the Idaho
State Police, a sheriff or deputy sheriff, a city policeman or
marshal, a constable or any other officer duly authorized to
enforce municipal, county, or state laws.
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INSTRUCTION NO. 16
In order for the defendant to be guilty of Count III.
Driving Without Privileges, Misdemeanor, the State must prove
each of the following:
1. On or about October 28, 2011;
2. in the County of Ada, State of Idaho;
3. the defendant, James Clayton Bradshaw, drove;
4. a motor vehicle;
5. upon a highway;
6. while the defendant's driver's license, driving
privileges or permit to drive was;
7. revoked, disqualified or suspended in any state or
Jurisdiction; and
8. the defendant had knowledge of such revocation,
disqualification or suspension.
If you find any of the above has not been proven beyond a
reasonable doubt, you must find the defendant not guilty of
Count III. Driving Without Privileges, Misdemeanor. If each of
the above has been proven beyond a reasonable doubt, then you
must find the defendant guilty of Count III. Driving Without
Privileges, Misdemeanor.
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INSTRUCTION NO. 17
The term "highway" means the same as "street" and includes
public roads, alleys, bridges and adjacent sidewalks and
rights-af-way.
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INSTRUCTION NO. 18
A person has knowledge that
privileges or permit to drive
suspended when:
the person's license, driving
is revoked, disqualified or
(a) the person has actual knowledge of the revocation,
disqualification or suspension of the person's license,
driving privileges or permit to drive; or
(b) the person has received oral or written notice from a
verified, authorized source that the person's license,
driving privileges or permit to drive was revoked,
disqualified or suspended; or
(c) notice of the suspension, disqualification or
revocation of the person's license, driving privileges or
permit to drive was mailed by certified mail to the
person's address as shown on the citation which resulted
in the suspension, disqualification or revocation, and if
such notice was returned it was remailed to the person's
address as shown in the department records and the person
failed to receive the notice or learn of its contents as a
resul t of the person's own unreasonable, intentional or
negligent conduct; or
(d) the person has knowledge of, or a reasonable person in
the person's situation exercising reasonable diligence
would have knowledge of, the existence of facts or
circumstances which, under Idaho law, might have caused
the revocation, disqualification or suspension of the
person's license, driving privileges or permit to drive.
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INSTRUCTION NO. 19
In crimes such as these of which the defendant is charged
in the Amended Information, there must exist a union or joint
operation of act or conduct and criminal intent. To constitute
criminal intent it is not necessary that there should exist an
intent to violate the law. Where a person intentionally does
that which the law declares to be a crime, he is acting with
criminal intent, even though he may not know that his act or
conduct is unlawful.
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INSTRUCTION NO. 20
The intent with which an act is done is manifested by the
circumstances attending the act, the manner in which it is done,
the means used, and the sound mind and discretion of the person
committing the act.
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INSTRUCTION NO. 21
Each criminal count charges a separate and distinct
offense. You must decide each count separately on the evidence
and the law applicable to it, uninfluenced by your decision as
to the other count. The defendant may be convicted or acquitted
on any or all of the offenses charged. Your finding as to each
count must be stated in a separate verdict form.
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INSTRUCTION NO. 22
The question of penalty or punishment is solely for the
Court if it becomes relevant. Therefore, I instruct you not to
concern yourselves with penalty or punishment. Your duty as
jurors is solely to determine whether the defendant is guilty or
not guilty.
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INSTRUCTION NO. 22A
It is a constitutional right of a defendant in a criminal
trial that he may not be compelled to testify. Thus the decision
as to whether he should testify is left to the defendant, acting
with the advice and assistance of his attorney. You must not
draw any inference of guilt from the fact that he does not
testify, nor should this fact be discussed by you or enter into
your deliberations in any way.
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INSTRUCTION NO. 23
If these instructions state any rule, direction or idea in
varying ways, no emphasis is intended by me and none must be
inferred by you. You are not to single out any certain sentence,
or any individual point or instruction, and ignore the others,
but you are to consider all the instructions as a whole, and are
to regard each in the light of all the others.
The order in which the instructions are given has no
significance as to their relative importance.
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INSTRUCTION NO. 24
The attitude and conduct of jurors at the beginning of
their deliberations are matters of considerable importance. It
is rarely productive or good for a juror at the outset to make
an emphatic expression of his or her opinion on the case or to
state how he or she intends to vote. When one does that at the
beginning, his or her sense of pride may be aroused, and he or
she may hesitate to change his or her position even if shown
that it is wrong. Remember that you are not partisans or
advocates in this matter, but are judges.
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INSTRUCTION NO. 25
Both the State and the defendant are entitled to the
individual opinion of each juror.
It is the duty of each of you to consider the evidence for
the purpose of arriving at verdicts if you can do so. Each of
you must decide the case for yourself, but should do so only
after a discussion of the evidence and instructions with the
other jurors.
You should not hesitate to change an opinion if you are
convinced it is erroneous. However, you should not be influenced
to decide any question in a particular way because a majority of
the jurors or any of them, favor such a decision.
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INSTRUCTION NO. 26
Upon retiring to the jury room, you will select one of
your numbers to act as Foreman, who will preside over your
deliberations and who will sign the verdict forms to which you
agree. In order to return a verdict it is necessary that all
twelve of the jurors agree to the decision. As soon as all of
you have agreed upon the verdicts, you shall have the verdict
forms signed and dated by your Foreman and then inform the
Bailiff that you have reached verdicts on all charges.
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
JAMES CLAYTON BRADSHAW,
Defendant.
Case No. CR-FE-2011-0017363
V E R D I C T
WE, The Jury, sworn to try the above-entitled matter, find
the defendant not guilty of Count I. Destruction and/or
Concealment of Evidence, Felony, and find him not guilty of the
included offense of Destruction and/or Concealment of Evidence,
Misdemeanor.
Dated this day of , 2012.
FOREMAN
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
JAMES CLAYTON BRADSHAW,
Defendant.
Case No. CR-FE-2011-0017363
V E R D I C T
WE, The Jury, sworn to try the above-entitled matter, find
the defendant not guilty of Count II. Resisting or Obstructing
Officers, Misdemeanor.
Dated this day of , 2012.
FOREMAN
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
JAMES CLAYTON BRADSHAW,
Defendant.
Case No. CR-FE-2011-0017363
V E R D I C T
WE, The Jury, sworn to try the above-entitled matter, find
the defendant not guilty of Count I. Destruction and/or
Concealment of Evidence, Felony, but find him guilty of the
included offense of Destruction and/or Concealment of Evidence,
Misdemeanor.
Dated this day of ___________, 2012.
FOREMAN
000094
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
JAMES CLAYTON BRADSHAW,
Defendant.
Case No. CR-FE-2011-0017363
V E R D I C T
WE, The Jury, sworn to try the above-entitled matter, find
the defendant not guilty of Count III. Driving Without
Privileges, Misdemeanor.
Dated this day of , 2012.
FOREMAN
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RECEIVED
NO'I(;IilFilED
A.M.~P.M. --
MAR 1. 1 ZU12
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By JANET ELLIS
DEPUTY
MAR 23 2012
Ada County Clerk
ADA COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER
Attorneys for Defendant
ERIC R. ROLFSEN, ISB #3731
Deputy Public Defender
200 West Front Street, Suite 1107
Boise, Idaho 83702 Telephone: (208) 287-7400 Facsimile: (208) 287-7409
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff, Case No. CR-FE-2011-0017363
vs. ORDER FOR JAIL PROGRAM(S)
JAMES CLAYTON BRADSHAW,
Defendant.
For good cause appearing, the defendant shall participate in the following Ada County Sheriffs
in-custody program(s) on the next available date; when space is available.
L8J Substance Abuse Program (SAP)
o Active Behavior Change (ABC):
o The Court further ORDERS Defendant shall be enrolled in the following ABC emphasis:
o ABC-MRT (Moral Reconation Therapy)
o ABC-AM (Anger Management)
Said participation shall be at the expense of:
o Defendant
L8J Ada County anterlock Fund), Idaho Code § 18-8010:
The necessary funds shall be transferred from the Interlock Fund, if funds are available, to the Ada
County Sheriffs account to pay for the defendant's participation. The Ada County Treasurer, the Ada
County Clerk, and the Ada County Sheriff shall comply with all necessary steps to facilitate the actual
transfer of funds. [(funds are unavailable, Defendant shall pay for his/her participation.
The defendant is hereby placed on notice that he/she will be subject to making restitution to or
reimbursing Ada County for any and all monies used from the Interlock Fund for his/her participation in
the above program(s).
SO ORDERED AND DATED, this .;}1~ay of__~----,--+)__ 20 l2-.
Clerk will provide copies to:
L8J Public Defender L8J Prosecutor
THOMAS F. NEVILLE
District Judge
L8J TCA L8J Ada County Jail Programs
Depu~
ORDER FOR JAIL PROGRAM(S)
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Judge Thomas F. Neville/Janet Ellis/Reporter: Sue Wolf/05/07/12
Time Speaker Note
Courtroom507
10:14:13 AM Court
.... .
10:14:35 AM Eric Rolfse
10:14:41 AM
called ST v JAMES BRADSHAW CRFE11-17363 - defendant
p.r.~.$~.IJ.t...i.nG.q$.tQ.gyJ.i.r:n§! $~LfQr...$.~.nt.~n.G..i.l}g.:....................... .
counsel for defendant
counsel for State
................................... . .
10:20:49 AM urt inotes corrections for the record
10:20:57 AM Christopher !rec. that the Court impose JOC·:····1··6"··year·3+·i:····$~Cb6(ffine and $2~6bb"
....................................At.W90 d ..Jp.~.t:>.J.i.G..g~f.~ng~r...r.~.i.!:D..p.: ::::: ::: , , ::::: : :...................................................... .. i
10:22:56 AM Eric Rolfsen icounsel for defendant. Request Court consider a R/J .
................................................................................................ ;. .
10:27:20 AM Defendant icommented on own behalf.
10:27:28 AM Court no legal cause shown why sentence should not be..Tm·p·o·se<i·..·..c5'n·· ....·..·· ..·
Counts II & III Court imposed JOC, $150 fine, 180 day OIL susp. on
Ct III. 180 days jail conc . to each other and Count I. On Count I,
JOC, fine of $1500 susp. SSC for period of 10 years, 2+8, R/J for
eva!. purposes for 365 days. $1500 p.d. reimb. 270 day TIC rider or
180 day trad. rider. Court does not rec. CAPP rider.
5/7/2012 1 of 1000098
23
NO·~""'I+.Q:-CF'iiiILEi:FD,,---1
A.M..~~__P.M.'_-----1r--
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRItAAYdF9 Z:'.2
~TOPHERiJ.THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OJP'Arm: By KARl HOfJP
oepun
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Plaintiff,
vs.
JAMES CLAYTON BRADSHAW,
DOB:
SSN:
Defendant.
Case No. CR-FE-2011-0017363
ORDER SUSPENDING
DRIVER'S LICENSE
TO: THE DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION, STATE OF IDAHO AND THE
11 ABOVE NAMED DEFENDANT.
12 The defendant having entered a plea of guilty to the offense
~(,2c(3 ).
YOU ARE FURTHER NOTIFIED that the expiration of the period of
this suspension does not reinstate your driver's license and that
you must make application to the Department of Transportation of
the State of Idaho for reinstatement of your license after the
suspension period expires.
Dated this 8 ~day of May, 2012.
§18-8001, which authorizes or requires the suspension of the
driving privileges of the defendant by the Court, and the Court
having considered the same;
NOW, THEREFORE, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, that the driving
privileges and driver's license of the above named defendant are
hereby suspended for a period of one hundred eighty (180) days,
absolute, to run concurrently with any other suspensions and to
commence after defendant's release from incarceration (not before
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
~ 20
21
22
23
24
25
26
of COUNT III. DRIVING WITHOUT PRIVILEGES, MISDEMEANOR, I.C.
THOMAS F. NEVILLE
District Judge
ORDER SUSPENDING DRIVER'S LICENSE - Page 1
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4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I do hereby certify that on the ~ day of May, 2011, I
caused to be emailed/mailed one copy of the within instrument in
this cause to the following:
ADA COUNTY PROSECUTOR'S OFFICE
ADA COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER'S OFFICE
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
CHRITOPHER D. RICH
Clerk of the District Court
ORDER SUSPENDING DRIVER'S LICENSE - Page 2
000100
,.
2
3
4
'. ~~:¥1J--;:;FIIiLE:nD----
.1}:,-=---,-'-,--J_,P.M. _
MAY 09 2012
CHRISTOPHER 0, RICH, Clerk
By KARl HOPP
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DIST~~ OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
5
6
7
8
9
10
Plaintiff,
vs.
JAMES CLAYTON BRADSHAW,
DOB:
SSN:
Defendant.
Case No. CR-FE-2011-0017363
JUDGMENT OF CONVICTION
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The abovenamed matter came before the Court for sentencing on
the 7th day of May, 2012. The defendant appeared in person and
wi th his attorney, Eric Rolfsen. The State was represented by
Christopher Atwood as prosecuting attorney. The record reflects
the following: An Information was filed on the 15th day of
November, 2011. Arraignment was held on the 21st day of November,
2011, at which time the defendant appeared in person and with
counsel and was advised of the charges and the possible penalties
and was further advised of his constitutional and statutory
rights. On the 3rd day of January, 2012, an Information Part II
was filed charging the defendant as a PERSISTENT VIOLATOR of the
law. An Amended Information was filed on the 21st day of March,
2012, charging the defendant with the crimes of COUNT I.
DESTRUCTION AND/OR CONCEALMENT OF EVIDENCE, FELONY, I.C. §18-2603;
COUNT 11. RESISTING OR OBSTRUCTING OFFICERS, MISDEMEANOR, 1. C.
§18-705; and of COUNT III. DRIVING WITHOUT PRIVILEGES,
MISDEMEANOR, I.C. §18-8001, committed on or about the 28th day of
October, 2011. The defendant had plead not guilty to each of these
charges. On the 20th and 21st days of March, 2012, trial was held
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before the Court and a jury. On March 21, 2012, the jury returned
its verdicts of GUILTY of COUNT I. DESTRUCTION AND/OR CONCEALMENT
OF EVIDENCE, FELONY, I.C. §18-2603; COUNT II. RESISTING OR
OBSTRUCTING OFFICERS, MISDEMEANOR, I.C. §18-705; and of COUNT III.
DRIVING WITHOUT PRIVILEGES, MISDEMEANOR, I.C. §18-8001. After the
defendant waived the jury, the Court found the defendant Guilty of
being a PERSISTENT VIOLATOR as charged in the Information Part II.
Sentencing was continued for preparation of a presentence
investigation report which was completed and reviewed by the Court
and counsel. The defendant was given the opportunity to read the
presentence investigation report in its entirety. Counsel for the
State and for the defendant made statements and the defendant was
given the opportunity to make a statement and to offer evidence in
mi tigation. Inquiry was made by the Court to determine if there
was any legal cause why judgment should not be pronounced, and
there being none, the Court rendered Judgment as follows:
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED that the defendant
is guilty of the crimes of COUNT I. DESTRUCTION AND/OR CONCEALMENT
OF EVIDENCE, FELONY, I.C. §18-2603; COUNT II. RESISTING OR
OBSTRUCTING OFFICERS, MISDEMEANOR, I.C. §18-705; COUNT III.
DRIVING WITHOUT PRIVILEGES, MISDEMEANOR, 1. C. §18-8001; and of
being a PERSISTENT VIOLATOR. As a consequence, on Count I. (as
enhanced by the Information Part II) the defendant is committed to
the custody of the State Board of Correction for a period of ten
(10) years, consisting of a fixed term of two (2) years followed
by an indeterminate term of eight (8) years. The Court imposed a
fine of $1,500, suspended. The defendant shall pay $1,500 for
Public Defender reimbursement. The defendant shall pay an amount
to be determined by the Department of Correction, not to exceed
one hundred ($100) dollars, for the cost of conducting the
presentence investigation and preparing the presentence
investigation report. The amount will be determined by the
25
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Department and shall be based on the defendant's ability to pay
after the defendant pays $300 in fines, Public Defender
reimbursement of $1,500, fees, and costs. The Court retains
jurisdiction for 365 days for evaluative purposes and recommends
that the defendant be assigned either to the 270-day "T.C. rider"
or the "traditional" rider. The Court does NOT recommend the
Correctional Alternative Placement Program (CAPP) because it is
inadequate in scope or duration for the defendant's needs. The
period of retained jurisdiction shall not commence until the
defendant is taken into custody by the State Board of Correction.
The defendant shall be taken into custody by the Department of
Correction forthwith. The defendant shall receive credit for one
hundred ninety-three (193) days served as of the 7th day of May,
2012.
On each of Counts II. and III., the defendant shall serve one
hundred eighty (180) days in the Ada County Jail, with credit for
one hundred eighty (180) days served, concurrently with each other
and with Count I. The Court imposed fines of $150 for each count.
On Count III. the defendant's driver's license is suspended for a
period of one hundred eighty (180) days, concurrently with all
other suspensions and to start upon release from custody. IT IS
FURTHER ORDERED that the Clerk deliver a certified copy of this
Judgment and Commitment to the said Sheriff and the State Board of
Correction, which shall serve as the commitment of the defendant.
The Sheriff is directed to deliver custody of the defendant to the
State Board of Correction forthwith.
Dated this g~ day of May, 2012.
THOMAS F. NEVILLE
District Judge
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I do hereby certify that on the~ day of May, 2012, I
caused to be emailed/mailed one copy of the within instrument to
in this cause as follows:
ADA COUNTY PROSECUTOR
ADA COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER
ADA COUNTY JAIL
DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION
PRESENTENCE INVESTITATION DEPARTMENT
Department of Transportation
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH
Clerk of the District Court
By: --A-!'-~--"-.I''-F'IP--'--------
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ADA COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER
Attorneys for Defendant
200 W. Front, Suite 1107
Boise, Idaho 83702
Telephone: (208) 287-7400
M). ,l£D 4 -=A.M.,_----P,M-::r:--I----
MAY 09 2012
RICH ClerkCHRISTOPHER D. ,
By JACKIe BROWN
DEPuTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO
Plaintiff-Respondent,
vs.
JAMES CLAYTON BRADSHAW,
Defendant-Appellant.
Criminal No. CR-FE-20ll-0017363
NOTICE OF APPEAL
TO: THE ABOVE NAMED RESPONDENT, GREG BOWER, ADA COUNTY
PROSECUTOR, AND THE CLERK OF THE ABOVE ENTITLED COURT.
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT:
1. The above-named appellant appeals against the above-named
respondent to the Idaho Supreme Court from the final Decision and
Order entered against him in the above-entitled action on the 9th
day of May, 2012, the Honorable Thomas F. Neville, District Judge
presiding.
2. That the party has a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme
Court, and the judgments or orders described in paragraph 1 above
are appealable orders under and pursuant to Idaho Appellate Rule
(I .A.R.) 11 (c) (1-10) .
3. A preliminary statement of the issues on appeal, which the
appellant then intends to assert in the appeal, provided any such
list of issues on appeal shall not prevent the appellant from
asserting other issues on appeal, is/are:
NOTICE OF APPEAL, Page 1
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(a) Did the district court abuse
imposing an excessive sentence?
its discretion in
(b) Insufficient evidence at trial to support a guilty
verdict.
4. There is a portion of the
portion of the record that is
Investigation Report (PSI).
record that
sealed is
is sealed. That
the Pre-Sentence
5. Reporter's Transcript. The appellant requests the
preparation of the entire reporter's standard transcript as
defined in I.A.R. 25(c). The appellant also requests the
preparation of the additional portions of the reporter's
transcript:
(a) Sentencing Hearing held: May 7, 2012
Court Reporter: S. Wolf
Estimated pages: less than 100
(b) Jury Trial held: March 21, 2012
Court Reporter: S. Wolf
Estimated pages: less than 300
(c) Jury Trial held: March 20, 2012
Court Reporter: S. Wolf
Estimated pages: less than 100
(to include the voir dire, opening statements,
closing arguments, jury instruction conferences,
reading of the jury instructions, any hearings
regarding questions from the jury during
deliberations, return of the verdict, and any
polling of the jurors)
6. Clerk's Record. The appellant requests the standard
clerk's record pursuant to I.A.R. 28(b) (2). The appellant
requests the following documents to be included in the clerk's
record, in addition to those automatically included under I.A.R.
28(b) (2)
(a) Any exhibits, including but not limited to
letters or victim impact statements, addendums to
the PSI or other items offered at sentencing.
NOTICE OF APPEAL, Page 2
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7. I certify:
(a) That a copy of this Notice of Appeal has been
served on the Court Reporter l S. Wolf.
(b) That the appellant is exempt from paying the
estimated fee for the preparation of the record
because the appellant is indigent. (Idaho Code §§
31- 3220 1 31- 322 OA 1 I. A. R. 24 (e) ) i
(c) That there is no appellate filing fee since this
is an appeal in a criminal case (I.C. §§ 31-3220 1
31-3220A 1 I.A.R. 23 (a) (8)) i
(d) Ada County will be responsible for paying for the
reporter1s transcript l as the client is indigent 1
Idaho Code §§ 31-3220 1 31-3220A 1 I.A.R. 24(e) i
(e) That service has been made upon all parties
required to be served pursuant to I.A.R 20.
DATED this 9th day of MaYI 2012.
ERIC ROLFSE
Attorney for
NOTICE OF APPEAL, Page 3
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I HEREBY CERTIFY, That on the 9th day of May, 2012, I mailed
true and correct copies of the foregoing, NOTICE OF APPEAL to:
KENNETH K. JORGENSEN
DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL
CRIMINAL DIVISION
P.O. BOX 83720
BOISE, ID 83720-0010
S. WOLF, HONORABLE JUDGE NEVILLE'S COURT REPORTER
NOTICE OF APPEAL, Page 4
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•ADA COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER
Attorneys for Defendant
200 W. Front St., Ste. 1107
Boise, Idaho 83702
Telephone: (208) 287-7400
RECEIVED
MAY 09 2012
Ada County Clerk
NO'-;::~~\i~;-- _
A.M.fl ',I Jr1, ,Ffl(f.eb~P.M., • _
MAY 1!2U12
CHRISTOPHER o. RleM Clerk
By JANET ELLIS '
DEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO )
)
Plaintiff-Respondent, )
)
vs. )
)
JAMES CLAYTON BRADSHAW, )
)
Defendant-Appellant. )
---------------)
Criminal No. CR-FE-2011-0017363
ORDER APPOINTING STATE
APPELLATE PUBLIC DEFENDER
ON DIRECT APPEAL
The above-named Defendant, JAMES CLAYTON BRADSHAW, being
indigent and having heretofore been represented by the Ada County
Public Defender's Office in the District Court, and said
Defendant having elected to pursue a direct appeal in the above-
entitled matter;
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, AND THIS DOES ORDER, That the Idaho
State Appellate Public Defender is appointed to represent the
above named Defendant, JAMES CLAYTON BRADSHAW, in all matters
pertaining to the direct appeal.
DATED This (S~ay of May, 2012.
THOMAS F. NEVILLE
District Judge
ORDER APPOINTING STATE APPELLATE
PUBLIC DEFENDER ON DIRECT APPEAL
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NO._~~-'iii"C';:;--_oI-_h,DO FILEDA.M. ~. P.M__......__ 
TO:	 CLERK OF THE COURT, IDAHO SUPREME COURT 
451 WEST STATE STREET, BOISE, IDAHO AUG 21 2012 
FAX ( 2 0 8) 3 3 4 - 2 6 1 6 CHRISTOPHER D. RICH. C~rk
 
By BRADLEY J. THIES
 
DEPUTY
 
STATE OF IDAHO,	 Docket No. 39943-2012 
Plaintiff-Respondent, Case No. CRFE-2011-0017363 
vs. NOTICE OF LODGING 
JAMES CLAYTON BRADSHAW, 
Defendant-Appellant. 
NOTICE OF TRANSCRIPT(S) LODGED 
Notice is hereby given that on August 21, 2012, 
lodged three (3) transcripts, totaling 449 pages, for 
the following dates/proceedings: 
03-20-12 Jury Tria1, Day 1 
03-21-12 Jury Tria1, Day 2 
05-07-12 Sentencing Hearing 
for the above-referenced appeal with the District Court 
Clerk for Ada County, in the Fourth Judicial District. 
s~------
RPR,	 CSR No. 728 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, n-..r AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Supreme Court Case No. 39943 
Plaintiff-Respondent, 
vs. CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBITS 
JAMES CLAYTON BRADSHAW, 
Defendant-Appellant. 
I, CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk of the District Court of the Fourth Judicial District of 
the State of Idaho in and for the County of Ada, do hereby certify: 
That the attached list of exhibits is a true and accurate copy of the exhibits being 
forwarded to the Supreme Court on Appeal. 
I FURTHER CERTIFY, that the following documents will be submitted as 
CONFIDENTIAL EXHIBITS to the Record: 
1.	 Pre-Sentence Investigation Report. 
I FURTHER CERTIFY, that the following documents will be submitted as EXHIBITS to 
the Record: 
1.	 Transcript of Preliminary Hearing Held November 14, 2011, Boise, Idaho, filed 
December 6,2011. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of the said 
Court this 21st day of August, 2012. 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH 
Clerk of the District Court 
, 
CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBITS
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
HONORABLE THOMAS F. NEVILLE March 20, 2012 
CLERK: Janet Ellis 
CT REPORTER: Sue Wolf 
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
JAMES CLAYTON BRADSHAW. 
Defendant. 
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
) 
)
 
Case No. CRFE11-17363 
EXHIBIT LIST lJURY TRIAL 
Counsel for State: CHRISTOPHER AlWOOD 
Counsel for Defendant: ERIC ROLFSEN 
STATE'S EXHIBITS 1EVIDENCE Admitted Date Admit 
1. JAMES CLAYTON BRADSHAW'S IDOT certified Court packet NOT 
showing status of Driver's - Illustrative of Lisa Helton's testimony OFFERED 
2. James Bradshaw JOC 97-04639 Admitted 03/21/12 
3. James Bradshaw JOC 98CF1204 Admitted 03/21/12 
4. California Corrections Packet , Admitted 03/21/12 
EXHIBIT LIST
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICTOF
 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Supreme Court Case No. 39943 
Plaintiff-Respondent, 
vs. CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
JAMES CLAYTON BRADSHAW, 
Defendant-Appellant. 
I, CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, the undersigned authority, do hereby certify that I have 
personally served or mailed, by either United States Mail or Interdepartmental Mail, one copy of 
the following: 
CLERK'S RECORD AND REPORTER'S TRANSCRIPT 
to each of the Attorneys of Record in this cause as follows: 
STATE APPELLATE PUBLIC DEFENDER LAWRENCE G. WASDEN 
ATTORNEY FOR APPELLANT ATTORNEY FOR RESPONDENT 
BOISE, IDAHO BOISE, IDAHO 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH
 
AUG 222012Date of Service: 
Clerk of the District Court 
, 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Supreme Court Case No. 39943 
Plaintiff-Respondent, 
vs. CERTIFICATE TO RECORD 
JAMES CLAYTON BRADSHAW, 
Defendant-Appellant. 
I, CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk of the District Court of the Fourth Judicial District of 
the State of Idaho, in and for the County of Ada, do hereby certify that the above and foregoing 
record in the above-entitled cause was compiled and bound under my direction as, and is a true 
and correct record of the pleadings and documents that are automatically required under Rule 28 
of the Idaho Appellate Rules, as well as those requested by Counsels. 
I FURTHER CERTIFY, that the Notice of Appeal was filed in the District Court on the 
9th day of May, 2012. 
/ 
CERTIFICATE TO RECORD
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